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From the Editor’s Desk
breed would be in a pickle! And yet, here
we are with a club that could be a model
for how to begin a new club. We have a
Constitution and By-Laws that actually
work, we have a web site that is powerful
and informative, we have met our
requirements for education and we
continue to stretch ourselves to teach, to
learn and to protect our beloved Norfolk
Terriers.

My, How Things Change!
When I got my first Norfolk Terrier from
Annie Clark I was certain that I did NOT
want to groom it myself, I did NOT want
to belong to the breed club, and I did
NOT want to show it myself. That was in
1984.
I was entering the conformation game
again after a depressing number of years
with Dobermans, and just wanted to
finish a champion, thank you very much.
My first Norfolk was sent to me sight
unseen and was one of only seven
Norfolks in California at the time. I
remember Mrs. Clark telling me he would
certainly finish, and not to worry about
the small cowlick on his neck. Imagine
my surprise when he arrived having a
cowlick down his entire neck from skull to
shoulders! And yet, he did finish, and we
were smitten by the Norfolk Terrier.
Since that time I have finished several
champions myself, I groom sixty-plus
terriers, including my four, and I’ve been
past president and now current treasurer
of my regional Norfolk Club here in
California. And I’ve become an editor!
Who knew what life would bring?
As I’ve edited and designed this annual,
I am stunned by the amount of work put
into this rare and wonderful breed
through our new Norfolk Terrier Club.
Without this monstrous amount of work,
for the most part cheerfully done, our

I’ve often said to
prospective
puppy owners, ‘If
you don’t make it
fun, a Norfolk will
just ignore you.’
Well, the same
can be said for
the owners, and
Barbara Miller
has a knack for
making sure
people have the
opportunity to
have fun. If we
all had someone
to believe in us
as she does, the
world would be a
much better place. Thanks, all of you, for
your contributions to this Annual, to our
club and to our tenacious terriers. I am
left wondering about my sanity when I
was certain I ‘did not want to get
involved’. The friends I have developed
and the knowledge I’ve acquired are
absolutely priceless.

Julie
P.S. We’ve filled this issue with history
as well as taken you on a journey of our
efforts this year to build a new club.
Please look for a place you might want to
help. And please encourage other
Norfolk owners to join us. They just
might love it as much as I do!
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The first Annual of our new club would not be complete without a nod to
the top-winning Norfolk in breed history

In less than two years of campaigning, Coco accomplished the following:
W inner of multiple National Specialties
She was undefeat ed in the breed throughout her entire career
Number One Dog All Breeds in 2003 (a first for the breed)
Number One Terrier in 2003 & 2004, even though she took off for motherhood in 2004
W inner of 69 All Breed Best In Shows
W inner of 150 Group Firsts
W inner of Best In Show at the AKC/Eukanuba National Championship (a first for the breed)
Best In Show at Montgomery County Kennel Club where she also swept the weekend by
winning Best In Show at all three shows preceding Montgomery (a first)
Two-time Group W inner at W estminster
And upon returning home to England she was the first ever Norfolk, and the first dog t o come
from America, t o win Best In Show at Crufts Dog Show t opping an entry of 22,000.
Coco was bred by Elisabeth M atell and is owned by Pam Beale,
Stephanie Ingram, Elisabeth M atell and Beth Sweigart.
Beth Sweigart expertly handled Coco to all of her American wins
and Peter Green handled her at Crufts.
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CH. CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION
DICKIE

DICKIE FOLLOWS HIS MOTHER INTO THE HISTORY BOOKS BY BECOMING THE
FIRST EVER AMERICAN-BORN NORFOLK TO ACHIEVE AN ENGLISH TITLE

#`1 NORFOLK ALL SYSTEMS 2006, 2007 & 2008
TOP SIRE 2008

ELISABETH MATELL
CRACKNOR

BETH SWEIGART
YARROW

PAM BEALE
VENERIE

CH. VENERIE’S REGATTA DR. WHO

Sire: Ch. Yarrow’s Venerie Vocalist
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Dam: Ch. Yarrow’s Venerie Volcano

PICTURED WINNING THE FIRST NORFOLK TERRIER CLUB NATIONAL SPECIALTY AT
THE PRESTIGIOUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY KENNEL CLUB ALL TERRIER SHOW.

Bred By: Pam Beale, Pam Dzuik, Eddie Dzuik and Roxanne Sutton
Owned By: Pam Beale, Pam Dzuik & Roxanne Sutton
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H istorical overview
Norfolk Terriers: Still Under the Radar
By Andrew Kramer (Mercator Norfolk)
A number of years ago my identical twin brother was at a corporate meeting and somehow
the talk came around to dogs. Not thinking that anyone present would have known about
Norfolk Terriers, my brother nonetheless offered up that his brother bred them. The head of
the meeting quickly remarked, “Ah yes, Norfolk. The crème de la crème of terriers”.

My brother was taken aback, as he had previously experienced only blank faces whenever
he mentioned which breed his brother was breeding. And why wouldn’t he? After all, there
are as many Labrador Retrievers registered in one day as there are Norfolk Terriers in one
year. In fact, Norfolk Terriers have consistently been ranked below #100 in breed popularity
here in the U.S. Annually they have been on AKC’s Low Entry Breeds List. 1 But Sealyham
Terriers as well as Wire Fox Terriers were once popular in the U.S. and are now ranked near
the bottom on the popularity scale. So the question arises; were Norfolk Terriers ever
popular or have they always been under the fancy’s radar?

For the sake of context, it is worthwhile first looking at registrations in the UK (England,
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland). Norwich Terriers split into Norfolk Terriers and
Norwich Terriers, respectively in 1964 in the UK. Thus there’s been a considerable period of
time for each breed to become established in their own right. But that’s not been the case.
Data show that Norfolk Terriers have managed to get a modest foothold over in the UK,
outpacing Norwich Terriers registrations by a ratio of more than 5:1; in 2007 there were 686
Norfolk Terriers registrations and 128 Norwich Terriers registrations in the UK. It is Norwich
Terriers that are on the UK’s Vulnerable Native Breeds list (less than 300 registrations /
year).

The picture is different here in the US. Figure 1. shows the annual registration statistics since
Norwich Terriers split into Norfolk Terriers and Norwich Terriers in 1979. Both breeds started
out with small registration numbers that have risen slowly over the years. Norwich Terriers
registrations have consistently outpaced those of Norfolk Terriers by a 2:1 margin. Both
breeds have increased proportionate to the increase in overall registrations of dogs (data not
shown here). In a sense the growth for Norfolk Terriers and Norwich Terriers has “kept pace
with inflation”, the inflation factor here being the increase in the overall registrations of dogs.
The AKC Low Entry Breeds List contains about 55 breeds whose number of entries in conformation is very low relative to all
other breeds. For provisional judges in these breeds, it is possible that completing four assignments in that breed instead of
1 the usual five assignments is sufficient to apply for regular status.
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Figure 1. Norfolk Terrier & Norwich Terrier registrations, respectively in the U.S. since breed
separation: (1979 – 2008)
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Table 1. (on the following page) gives the annual AKC rankings for Norfolk Terrier individual
registrations and litter registrations. The results are underwhelming. Norfolk have consistently
been ranked around #105 to #115 in registrations and #90 to #105 in litters. There was no spike
up in numbers when “Coco” (Eng./Am. Ch. Cracknor Cause Célèbre) was in the international
spotlight. The same can’t be said for Norwich which witnessed upticks in registrations
corresponding to Westminster successes in 1994 by “Willum” (Ch. Chidley William The
Conqueror) and in 1998 by “Rocky” (Ch. Fairewood Frolic).
So what does all of the above tell us? First, Norwich Terriers have consistently been more popular
in the U.S. than in the U.K. The reverse is true for Norfolk Terriers. Second, Norfolk Terriers were
a little-known breed in 1979 and remain so today. Third, the increase in registrations for Norfolk
Terriers is in accord with the growth overall of AKC registrations. Fourth, that the breed’s
popularity didn’t receive a boost when it’s top dog garnered international publicity.

Unlike the Sealyham Terrier or the Wire Fox Terrier, Norfolk Terriers are not a breed that once
sparkled in the fancy’s heart and slid downward over the years. For whatever reasons, Norfolk
Terriers have always been and probably will continue to be a breed that stays under the radar
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Table 1. Norfolk Terriers’ overall U.S. rankings in
registrations and litters, respectively: Annual statistics since
breed separation

Year

Rankingin
Registrations

Ranking in
Litters

1979

111

103

1980

113

104

1981

109

102

1982

108

103

1983

111

100

1984

not known

not known

1985

110

101

1986

107

97

1987

106

95

1988

99

95

1989

103

92

1990

106

94

1991

105

94

1992

105

92

1993

109

97

1994

109

96

1995

113

97

1996

112

100

1997

113

101

1998

112

102

1999

111

102

2000

115

104

2001

115

102

2002

not known

not known

2003

114

105

2004

117

102

2005

112

100

2006

115

95

2007

112

93

2008

115

98

.
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Our F oundations…...

From Norwich Terrier, 1980
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F oundation1950-1960

“Few of the present NTC members can quite appreciate what were our beginnings in the show ringclass after class with one or two entries and judges who glanced at them with a ‘what-breed-is-that’
look.”
Sylvia Warren, 1966

RIVER BEND AND MAPLEHURST
THE FOUNDATION YEARS
Compiled and written by Margaretta Wood

They say sisters are different flowers that grow in the same
garden, and so it was with the sisters Warren. Sylvia Warren
was humorous and outspoken, Katherine Warren Thayer, orderly
and diplomatic. Separate yet equal, these two ladies of strong
New England stock are part of the tapestry that weaves its way to
the present.
Sylvia Warren’s River Bend Farm was located, by no small
coincidence, in Norfolk County, Massachusetts, and it was on
this farm, in 1939, that her first drop-ear Norwich “Bruff” came to
live. By Trump of Boxted out of Muffin, this dog was a gift from the Partree Kennels of
Josephine Spencer, and while he only sired one litter it proved the point that from small
acorns come mighty oaks. The result of breeding Bruff to Henry Bixby’s “Jenny Pinch” was
CH. Tuff, CD, who proved to be an outstanding and prolific American-bred sire. A power at
both River bend and Partree, this dog of sound type and temperament also laid the
foundation for, among others, the premier kennels of Bethway and Castle Point. Mary Baird
loved to tell the story, “I bred to Sylvia Warren’s Tuff not only because he was an exceptional
dog, but also from sentiment. His grandfather was my original (drop-ear) Norwich, Snuff, a
black and tan I had owned in England in 1930. CH. Tuff contributed a dark eye, bone, a
perfect scissor bite, harsh red coat, intelligence and independence. He sired my very first
champion, Castle Point Simon”. Barbara Fournier attributed her success line-breeding to
CH. Tuff. “I bred my foundation bitch, Kedron Cobbler Biscuit, back to her grandsire Tuff.
The result of that union produced my first champion, Bethway’s Brigham Young, a
cornerstone stud at Bethway”.
Sylvia Warren with
Hunston High Flier

In 1946, Tuff was mated to Kedron Dorcas which resulted in two bitches, Pippet and Solo.
This event might have proved insignificant were it not for the fact that Sylvia Warren gave
Pippet to her sister. And in very short order our breed had its first goodwill ambassador.
OPEN A NEW WINDOW, OPEN A NEW DOOR
Katherine Warren Thayer was the mistress of Maplehurst Farm in neighboring Worcester
County, Massachusetts, where she thrived on a love for life and nature. Most certainly, she
was no stranger to the world of canine competition. Her brother, Bayard Warren, was a wellknown breeder of Sealyham Terriers and holds a place in dog history by breeding and
owning the Westminster Best In Show winner of 1924, CH. Barberryhill Bootlegger. With the
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arrival of Pippet, Katherine Thayer quickly took on the challenges that can face a numerically
small breed. She had observed several good breeds fall into disrepute through the exploits of
a few and, along with her sister, was a champion of the “do-it-yourself-show-it-yourself” school.
Together with her friend, Josephine Spencer, the unofficial Breed Club was reorganized and
gained AKC recognition in 1947, opening doors at home and abroad. With Mrs. Spencer as
the first official President and Katherine Thayer as its Secretary the breed prospered. Judges
sent a copy of the Standard, emphasizing its working origins; detailed records and statistics
were kept; prospective members were personally sought; a monthly AKC Gazette was
provided; specialties, match shows and trophies were established; and perhaps of most
importance, a warm relationship was formed with British breeders which allowed for easier
importation of desirable bloodlines. One such import was Katherine Thayer’s Hunston High
Flier. This black-eyed son of CH. Waveney Valley Alder, considered by many to be a
forefather of today’s Norfolk, proved his own worth on these shores by siring many a good dog,
the best known among them being the dominant CH. Bethway’s Tony, and River Bend Tory,
the first of its breed to earn the coveted title of UD. While preferring to leave the breeding of
dogs to others, Katherine Thayer’s eye for form and function was unmatched and she freely
communicated her ideas and convictions to fellow breeders with extraordinary results, laying
the foundations which have preserved the breed as a sporting companion. Past president
Alden Blodget spoke of Katherine Thayer, “Due to her untiring efforts, our breed’s future is
secure: in the home, in the field, and in the show ring. Let Mrs. Thayer’s ideals continue as an
inspiration to all those who safeguard the best interests of our breed.”

Katherine Warren Thayer died in 1958, a profound loss to friends and breeders both here and
in England. In just twelve short years of breed involvement she managed to accomplish what
many could not do in a lifetime. Her sister Sylvia carried on, breeding and working on behalf of
their beloved breed. In the waning years, River Bend’s drop-ear breeding relied heavily on the
talents of Mt. Paul Heidi (CH. Mt. Paul Anderson x Castle Point Styx) who produced a litter of
six from Bethway’s Pence, a litter of five from Gotoground Fox Hunter, and another litter of five
from CH. Bethway’s Pensium. In 1968, after years of persuasion, Sylvia Warren finally
accepted the position of Club President, remaining thereafter as its
Honorary Vice-President until her death in April of 1972.
Two weeks later at the Club’s Annual Meeting, longtime friend and
then Club President Mary Baird read to the membership “Be it
resolved that the Norwich Terrier Club recognizes the enormous
contributions of Sylvia Warren and her late sister Katherine to this
club and the breed. Together, from our breed’s smallest
beginnings, they held us together with the highest standards of
integrity and sportsmanship. Each in their own way had a clear
understanding of the best interests of the breed, determined that its
working qualities be recognized and preserved by an enduring
foundation. Be it resolved that this Resolution be spread upon
these Minutes, April 28, 1972.”
The Resolution carried by unanimous vote.

Katherine Thayer and
friends, 1956 Match Show
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F oundation1950-1960
The Bethways Norfolk and Barbara Fournier
By: Barbara Miller

She was a constant at Westminster Dog Show even when her health didn’t cooperate. You could find
her easily in a crowd: black cowboy hat, turquoise jewelry and the usual cowgirl jacket. It wasn’t
always that way as Bobbie, as she was called, was born and raised in Bethany, Connecticut. It was in
her home state that she fell in love with the Norwich Drop Ear and became an early successful
breeder. Bobbie trained her Norfolk, groomed them and was proud as punch exhibiting each of them.
Not too long ago I stumbled upon a photo of one of her famous dogs, Ch. Bethways Ringo. What a
chunk! I wish he were around today because I’d certainly use him on one of my bitches. For the most
part the early Norwich and Norfolk were a bit fine boned but not Bobbie’s. She had her breeding
program down pat. Ringo did his owner/breeder proud by going group 4 at the Somerset Hills Kennel
Club, while the club’s president, Mrs. Anne Winston looked on. Bethways Norfolk covered both coasts
as they were well represented in California by Ch. Bethways Miss Chops at both the Ventura and
Santa Barbara shows in 1970.
On an Easter Sunday in 1974, with her friend Monika Doerk, the two women packed her
grandmother’s motor home with their belongings and dogs and headed for Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The kennel property was being sold and they had about six weeks to shut down and move out, sort of
like the early pioneers. The move opened her heart to the sun, warm climate, less pressure and lots
of horseback riding. She was a transplanted easterner turned cowgirl. Jane Anderson of Mystic,
Connecticut, offered to take on Bobbie’s retired Norfolk, including Miss Chops. Ch. Bethways the Red
Baron was at Jane’s and I so much wanted to breed to him. Off I went to Mystic and the Baron but
unfortunately the breeding didn’t take. Ringo went with Bobbie to Santa Fe along with puppies and
about eighteen adults. All the furniture, horses and farm equipment headed out west in a commercial
van.
Bobbie became a member of the Norwich Terrier Club in the early 1950’s and remained a staunch
supporter until her death. Her early friendships in the breed included Anne Winston, Mary Baird and
Joan Read. She was an outstanding judge and played the game fairly, judging the dog, not the
handler. She was with me in the mid-1990’s when I judged an Open show in England. She was a
good friend to the Norfolk and their owners. This cowgirl didn’t have a mean bone in her body and
had a good word for all. Her friendships traveled near and far. Anyone who visited her in Santa Fe
was sure to be taken on a trip to the Grand Canyon. She was generous to a fault. Her niece, Holly,
sent me her black cowboy hat. It’s a treasure as she was.
——————————————————————In 1952, Bethway’s breeder-owner made her ring debut with a home-bred puppy at Eastern States
Dog Show in Boston. Fifteen years later, Barbara Schiff Fournier ended a most successful season at
this historic show by having two new champions crowned and winning the breed with the great
grandson of Brigham Young who started the Bethway dynasty. This year Bethway’s Aramis (whelped
2/18/67) was Winners Dog. He is by (Eng.) Nanfan Nugget ex Bethways Little Tinker Bell and is an
exceptionally forward young showman with a wealth of bone, the straightest of toplines, and has well
angulated hindquarters. That influential stud force, Ch. Waveney Valley Alder, appears in all quarters
of his pedigree. Winner’s Bitch, Bethway’s The Duchess by Ch. Bethways Tony ex Ch. Bethways
Scarlet is best known for her sweepstakes win in 1965 and as half of a great winning brother-sister
brace. At Boston, Judge Mrs. Hartley awarded brother, The Duke, BOB, a hard decision to choose
between the handsome big pair on the first occasion this judge has presided where Drop-Ear Norwich
were present. She was truly impressed by the uniformity of the Bethway type.
The 1967 high score Breeder of the year with 36 points represented by 10 dogs (9 breeder-owned)
from 8 litters by 6 sires and 5 dams is Barbara S. Fournier. These points are accumulated at Club
Match and Specialty Shows.
From The Norwich and Norfolk Terrier News, Circa 1967

F oundation1950-1960
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Castle Point Norfolk and Mary Baird
Mt. Paul Norfolk and Ann Winston
A PERFECT STORM IN THE SOMERSET HILLS
By Sue Ely, Pinchbeck Norfolk Terriers
My introduction to what is now known as the Norfolk Terrier came as the result of a
perfect storm in Norwich Terriers, D.E., and a dinner party at Anne Winston’s in 1963.
The storm had been building since 1951 with the descendants of Mary Baird’s Snuff
and Sneeze at her Castle Point Kennels, in Bernardsville, NJ. Upon the untimely death
of Josephine Spencer in that year, Mary was able to buy Partree Cobbler and breed
him to her best bitches, descendants of Snuff and Sneeze. There on the Bernardsville
Mountain their get and progeny flourished in kennels built amid the specimen trees and
generous paddocks of Castle Point under the watchful eye of Mary’s indispensable
kennelman, Robert Young.
The storm gained strength in 1953 when Anne Winston bought a bitch, Castle Point
Trivet, from Mary Baird. The Winston farm included a nice portion of the valley of the
Raritan River’s north branch and extensive woods along the flank of a gentle hill, Mt.
Paul, between Peapack and Mendham. By 1954, the Mt. Paul kennel was a force to be
reckoned with among the ranks of drop-eared Norwich Terriers. Mt. Paul Anderson,
the first champion Anne produced, was the result of Castle Point Trivet bred to George
Pinch. Descended from imported English stock and owned by Louis Murdock, George
was a game dog to ground, and many of his get excelled at earthwork. Several were
used to bolt foxes by Buster Chadwell, longtime huntsman of the Essex, NJ,
Foxhounds.
The third thrust of the storm formed in 1956 when Priscilla Mallory, who lived on a
working farm between Gladstone and Mendham, halfway between Anne and Mary,
bought a bitch, Mt. Paul Bridget, from the next litter of the same breeding as Mt. Paul
Anderson. While Anne and Mary explored and enjoyed all the talents their terriers had,
Priscilla’s focus in the next years at Wendover was predominantly on conformation.
Although she valued the breed’s natural talents, she worked carefully on the genetics of
each generation, seeking to produce the finest specimens. She was a fixture at the
local match shows, and, as a good friend to both Anne and Mary, often had an opinion
about a litter or new import that was taken very seriously.
For the next 20 years these three ladies were the prevailing winds of the Somerset Hills
and of the widening world of the Norfolk Terrier. Not only did they expand their breeding
programs by using each other’s dogs, but they widened and deepened the Norfolk
gene pool by continuing to import dogs from English kennels, notably Nanfan, Ickworth,
Ragus, and Colonsay. They competed joyfully, critically, and not just in the show ring.
Anne Winston was the first person to win an American Working Terrier Association
certificate; and Mary Baird hosted many AWTA meets at Castle Point, complete with a
rushing stream and a raccoon in a cage!!! Priscilla Mallory produced some extremely
influential and versatile dogs as a result of her sharp eye for selecting good stock both
at home and in England.
These three women were my mentors. They provided me with an unparalleled wealth
of knowledge and encouragement. My first Norfolk was a Mt. Paul Anderson son.
Anne sold him to me at that dinner party in 1963. I have gone from that beginning with
fond memories and the knowledge I gained in a perfect storm.
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F oundation1950-1960
Chidley Norfolk and Joan Read
By Beth Sweigart
When I lived in Virginia and bred Labradors, I knew Mrs. Read as a preeminent Labrador judge. I
came to know her as a friend and mentor through her son Curtis who of course had Labradors and
lived near me in Virginia. Joan and I first co-owned a lab she bred who was winner’s dog at the
national. We became even closer when I became involved with Norwich and Norfolks when I
moved from Virginia to Long Island. She owned my first Norfolk sire Elve Pure Magic (TG) bred
by Michael Crawley. TG had a short but influential career as a stud dog in the 70’s.
Mrs. Read was born to a life of privilege in New York, her family being one of the most
important in New York if not the country. Both President Franklin Roosevelt and Theodore
Roosevelt were her relatives, Franklin being her cousin. In her early years she was a great
sportswoman actively involved in showing both horses and dogs, both in the field and in
conformation. She apprenticed judging under the great Percy Roberts and her keen mind and eye
for a dog made her a great student. Her career as a horsewoman and Labrador handler in the
show ring and field was cut short by Polio contracted while she was in her 30’s. She turned her
attention to a breed whose size suited her, Norwich, in the early 50’s. She bred prick ears for
many years with great success and introduced a line of drop ears in the 70’s. First with
Shenanigans of Chidley her foundation bitch followed by the purchase of TG from Michael
Crawley, his first litter of Norfolks. TG was a very influential sire in his time forming the foundation
for many of the early and current breeders, Abbedale, Surrey, Venerie, Yarrow, Greenfield, and
Glenelg and the Alright Kennel in Germany.
Mrs. Read was never one to campaign a dog she only wanted to exhibit at the meaningful
shows. Having her dogs gone to the shows every weekend did not appeal to her even if you told
her she had a good chance to win the group. She would say, “ I would rather win the breed at
Montgomery or one of the important shows where Norfolk breeders gathered”. She was a great
dog person who studied pedigrees and progeny and could be relied upon to give a fair, if no-holdsbarred appraisal of a dog or litter or prospective breeding. She had great success as a breeder
herself in Labs, Norwich, and Norfolk. Her CH Royal Rock Don of Chidley is unsurpassed in
influence as a Norwich sire producing close to 100 champion offspring as well as 2 Westminster
Best in Show winners. I think Norfolks won her heart because they are so game and determined,
both qualities she shared with her beloved dogs. This love was demonstrated by her writing the
definitive book on the breed The Norfolk Terrier. This tome took years to complete and occupied
many of her waking hours. She was thorough in her research and sure of her facts and managed
to produce one of the most comprehensive breed books available. The Norfolk Terrier was a true
labor of love. Besides believing Norfolks should have a book of their own, she believed Norfolks
should have a club of their own. When the breed divided, she felt so strongly that there should be
two clubs that when the NTC became the NNTC she founded ANTA, still an active Norfolk Club
dedicated to the complete Norfolk Show Dog , Earth Dog, and companion. ANTA still holds
annual events at which many Norfolk people gather to learn more about their breed and enjoy the
day of showing, working, and doing all the things Norfolks love to do.
Joan’s legacy is not just her fabulous book or ANTA, but, more importantly, the many
people she introduced to the breed and those of us in Norfolks she nurtured and helped develop.
So many people who are important breeders today owe a great deal of their dedication and
knowledge to Joan. I, for one, will always be in her debt as she was both my mentor and friend.
The many hours I spent in the evenings talking to her about dogs and the dog people who first
introduced and bred Norwich and Norfolk was invaluable to my understanding and appreciation of
the breeds. I only wish I had the foresight to record even a part of all the first-hand knowledge she
had. Those of us that knew her were privileged.
Joan was as determined as the little dogs she championed and it was this determination
that helped her overcome all of life‘s obstacles. I feel privileged that she counted me as a friend
and shared her love of our breed with me.
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F oundation1950-1960
Badgewood, and Elisabeth and Philip Fell
By Barbara Miller
Philip, known as “Tiny”, and Elisabeth, called “Betty”, were always involved in one breed or
another. She grew up with Whippets and Wires in the house that her parents leased from the
Phipps family on what is known as Old Westbury Gardens here in Long Island, New York. As
a teenage, her mother gave her a Sealyham Terrier. Tiny, on the other hand, didn’t own a dog
until Betty purchased a Beagle for him when they became engaged. A move to Pasadena,
California, an eight year stint, occurred when they got married due to Tiny’s career with the
Union Oil Company as a top executive. Betty showed her Whippet on the west coast and
finished him when they returned to Long Island in 1956. Both Betty and Tiny were born to
prominent families, he a great grandson of Anthony Joseph Drexel, the founder of Drexel
University; she related to many well known Long Island families.
The Fells lived in Kent, England, for ten years when he became an executive of Gulf Oil in
1960. Years ago Betty told me having the National Forestry as their backyard was an ideal
place to run her Whippets. She had her heart set on the Norwich and Norfolk breeds, having
spotted two, owned by Henry Bixby, at the Westbury Kennel Club, which were exhibited by
the great Percy Roberts in 1935. In 1960, in England, they purchased their first Norwich from
the Ragus kennel of Marjorie Bunting, Ragus Elegant Lady. On a trip back to the states, they
purchased a Norfolk bitch Ch. Newry’s Mrs. Mc Thing handled by Len Brumby. The Fells
bred her to a Bethways stud and returned to England, whereby the bitch delivered in
quarantine. And so their involvement in both breeds began early on and our breed is better
for it.
Tiny was the club delegate from 1974 until his death in 1979. It was his fortitude that enabled
the breed to become two, with final approval from the
American Kennel Club. And so it was in January,
1979, we became two breeds, the Norfolk and
Norwich. Betty became a judge in the early 1930’s
due to her mother’s encouragement and judged both
in England and the States at such shows as
Westminster and West of England Ladies Kennel
Society (England).
In the fall of 1979, the Fells hosted the club’s Match
show at their showplace, Badgewood, in Oyster Bay,
Long Island. They asked me to serve as Match
show chairman. During lunch they provided live
music and wine and I enlisted members to supply a
goodly amount of food all served on a perfectly
manicured lawn. It was a perfect Fell day.

Ch. Badgewood Monty Collins,
Portrait courtesy Nan Coffey

Ch. Badgewood The Huntress was Betty’s favorite
Norfolk. She won the National Specialty two years in a row, 1977 and 1978. Jack Simm was
their private handler for many years here in the States. He piloted Ch. Badgewood Monty
Collins to a National Specialty win and a two time winner of the breed at Montgomery in 1975
and 1976. The Badgewood Norfolk and Norwich were a force and we all owe the Fells a
round of applause for their fortitude in bringing the breed to the public and for their
involvement in all club activities.
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By Geoff Corish,
Professional Handler

In this life of ours, we go along day to day, meeting people as we do, and if we are lucky we meet someone
exceptional. For me that person was Joy Taylor.
It happened slowly. Of course I had read the wonderful Nanfan adverts in the dog press and had seen her at various
shows. At this time she had a handler called Andrew Hunt. Andrew had been my best man at my wedding and
obviously we were good friends. At this time another close friend, Dorothy Dorking ‘Lowmita’ was showing Toy
Poodles quite successfully but admired Joy’s Norfolks. Could I introduce her and, more importantly, would she sell
her a puppy? So at one of the shows I saw Joy with Andrew and so I took Dorothy, introduced her and left them to
discuss purchasing a puppy. It was not long afterwards that Dorothy did indeed acquire a puppy, and he turned out
to be Ch. Nanfan Nectarine. He was the first of several champions for Dorothy, another being Ch. Lowmita Hazelnut.
Through this puppy I got to know Joy better and would often chat at shows. Then came the phone telling me that she
and Andrew had parted company and would I consider handling Nanfan’s for her? Would I? You bet I would and I
jumped at the chance.
The first Norfolk I handled for her was in 1983, Ch. Nanfan Sweet Potato. ‘Spud’ was one of the sweetest dogs to
show, but also would stand his ground if necessary. He had one of those wonderful heads that the Nanfan’s were
famous for. He was Best of Breed at Crufts in 1983 under Mr. Reg Gadsden and Best in Show at the Jubilee Breed
Ch. show in 1982. He was also top Norfok in 1982. If his showing career was a fabulous one then as a stud it was
even better. In the famous ‘C’ litter, he sired Ch. Nanfan Catmint, Nenne Nunsten’s Ch. Nanfan Category in Norway
and even more famous was Barbara Miller’s fabulous Ch. Nanfan Crunch, who I believe started the Maxwell’s.
‘Catmint’ was another lovely dog to show. He was on the large side but very sound and again that fabulous head and
mouth and big teeth which sadly we seem to be losing. ‘Category’ was, I believe even better than Catmint. I was
judging in Sweden and this dog walked into the ring and I just thought, ‘Wow”, never even thinking that he was one of
Joy’s. When I saw that head and expression I knew it had to be, somehow. Joy’s dogs always had the most
fabulous coat textures and color, with rich reds. Because of the hard coat texture, often growing furnishings was very
difficult. She was very critical of black and tans and would not have one near her! Even now there are no black and
tan’s at Standhall Cottage!!
Around the time I was showing for Joy, her biggest rival was Marjorie Bunting of Ragus fame. I can’t say Joy hated
Marjorie, but both being strong women, they were never close either. I think in fairness to Joy, she could
acknowledge a good Ragus, whereas I am not sure Marjorie would a Nanfan. Eileen Needham was probably more
into Norfolk’s then than now. We see her more these days with Norwich. But the ‘Titaniums’ had a lot of Nanfan
behind them and Ch. Ferdinand the Warrior of Titanium had Nanfan Sleigh Belle as her dam and was, I believe,
Eileen’s first champion. This was in the 80’s and Martin Philips was just about starting in Norfolks, having previously
shown Staffordshire Bull Terriers. Jaeva Matti Brown was possibly his first champion and didn’t he go to Barbara
Miller as well? There were several new people to the breed and just starting to find their feet. Rita Mitchell had a
Daffrann bitch from Daphne Thacker, and David Saltmarsh was showing Pipridges Hustler, who was by Joy’s Ch.
Nanfan Summerstorm, and later became David’s first champion. Of course the Ragus dogs were always handled by
Marjorie’s daughter, Lesley Crawley. I would need a separate article to chronicle this kennel’s dogs. Like Joy, they
came thick and fast.
I suppose not many of you out there would have been able to visit Joy at Standhill cottage. So, what was it like? For
me, it is like paradise! Situated close to the Cotswolds and the ancient city of Worcester, you drive down this lane
which you imagine no one lived on and then suddenly, there it is. Set back off the road, black and white faced
frontage. It is so old that Joy told me one day that Cromwell had actually stayed there one night on his travels back to
London. Now that IS old! Inside there are stone floors, beams and wattle walls, but it has a magic all of its own. In
the kitchen she had an Aga oven which she used to have to fill with coal to keep the whole house warm. Even then if
you went in winter you still had to sleep in something warm! Joy was as ‘tough as old boots’ as we say over here.
The dogs were up the garden in a range of old stables and she always believed that these were essentially working
dogs and as such, should be allowed to work. Often she would come to a show without one of the dogs, saying it had
gone to ground but would be out by the time she got home.
Joy was not always an easy person, but generated respect wherever she went. She worked hard in all weathers, in
pouring rain and even in snow, she would be out with her beloved dogs. In my eye she has made the breed what it is
today. To know her was to love her.
Her death was a great blow to all who knew and loved her. She is buried in the most beautiful English Churchyard
you could imagine, and is within sight of her beloved Cottage. Elisabeth Matell of Cracknor fame now resides there
and even now when I am there I often say to Elisabeth, “Make sure you do it right because Joy is watching you”.
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Ragus and Marjorie Bunting
By Lesley Crawley
The kennel name was chosen by my mother, Marjorie Bunting. It is sugar spelt backwards, ‘Little
Sugars’ being the words her sister June used when speaking to all small creatures. Rags, the most
influential stud dog in Norwich during the development of the breed, and us, also make up the name.
Consequently it seemed appropriate and the prefix is pronounced Raggus instead of the phonetically
correct, Ray-gus.
My grandmother, Grace Marks, joined my mother as a partner in the early days. After her death I joined
as a partner. I believe I was about 13 at the time.
The kennel has bred and/or owned more than 110 champions, most of which I have handled. Another
20 champions I have handled for my husband, so altogether in 4 breeds (Norfolk, Norwich, Australian
and Borders) there have been at least 130 champions handled by myself or my mother. Ragus is only
the second kennel in the UK to have owned and/or bred over 100 champions.
My best champion ever is CH Ragus Rings True who, in 2008, took the British dog scene by storm,
winning 8 consecutive terrier groups, 12 all told, and 3 BIS all breeds so far. He has taken virtually all
the show records possible for a Norwich, ending last year as Top Terrier and 3rd Top Dog all breeds.
He was also the top British, owned and bred Terrier at Crufts 2009. Most of his wins have been
awarded by dyed in the wool Terrier judges which is surely a great compliment.
My other top dogs were CH Ragus The Devil’s Own from whom Rings True has taken many records
and CH Ragus Truly Unruly, Rings True’s dam, the first and only bitch to win more than one group in the
UK. She and her son (Rings True) are the first parent and offspring to win BIS at the National Terrier,
our top terrier show. So far she is the dam of 6 UK champions from only 3 litters and has been the top
Norwich Brood every year since her first litter, including Top Terrier Brood in 2006. She is the most
successful all around Norwich bitch ever.
In Norfolks, Ragus still holds the top Stud Dog record for 17 champion offspring with CH Ragus
Whipcord, the first black and tan champion, and Top Brood with 7 champion offspring for CH Ragus
Brown Sugar. These records have been held since the 1980’s.
One of the best Norfolks we have bred is CH Ragus Bewitched who founded 5 generations of champion
bitches, a Norfolk UK kennel record. The sixth generation down the Bewitched line was CH Ragus Boy
Blue who won 16 CC’s in all, 11 of which were won as a puppy, an all breed UK record still. Altogether,
Ragus has bred or owned 35 Norfolk champions.
Since my husband’s death I have not bred Norfolks because I could not keep more than one breed and I
choose to keep Norwich, always my favorite. Also Norwich needed me more and I live next to a wellknown Norfolk kennel, Belleville, so I don’t miss them.
Altogether in Norfolk and Norwich I have handled 12 different group winners and 4 different BIS
winners, including the first Norwich BIS winner, CH Ragus Gypsy Love. No other kennel of Norwich has
owned, bred or handled an all breed BIS winner to date.
The Ragus kennel will soon be 70 years old and is certainly the oldest kennel of Norwich still to be
breeding and exhibiting.
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Elve and Michael Crawley
By Lesley Crawley

Michael Crawley’s kennel of Norfolk, Norwich and Australian Terriers came by its prefix
by chance. The English KC turned down over 20 name applications and finally
accepted part of the name Elvenring, so Elve came into being. It is pronounced LV and
became one of the most well known prefix’s in the UK during Michael’s 23 years of
breeding and exhibiting.
His first 4 champions Michael handled for himself but later he preferred to take a seat at
the ringside and watch his wife Lesley handle his dogs.
The kennel achieved 16 Norwich, 2 Australian and 11 Norfolk champions, only 5 of
whom were not home bred. Among the many wins the kennel had were 2 all breed
BIS’s, 2 Best Puppy in Shows at the National Terrier (The UK’s top terrier show), 9
group wins in 2 breeds one being at Crufts. From 1990 to the year 2000, Elve Norwich
stud dogs were top sires on the breed club points table for 8 of the 10 years.
In 1996 Elve stud dogs held the first 4 stud places, a record yet to be equaled or beaten
in Norwich.
Michael’s most famous Norwich stud was CH Elve The Viking, whose 11th champion
offspring was the group 1 at Crufts, CH Elve Stormwizard.
His top Norfolk stud dog in the UK was CH Elve Cloudyhead, who won Top Stud twice
and was sire of the first male group winner and the first multiple group winner in
Norfolks. This was CH Salette Gold Bullion who won 25 CC’s, a record at the time. In
the USA he bred the well-known stud dog AMCH Elve Pure Magic, owned by the late
Joan Read. He also bred ENG and AM CH Elve Nick Redthorn at Belleville, who was
2nd Top Terrier in the USA in 1998.
In Australian Terriers he bred 2 champions, one of whom, CH Elve The Forger, became
the first Aussie in the UK to with a Puppy Terrier Group and when adult, won 2 group
2’s at a time when Australians never won such awards in the UK.
The most famous Elve Norwich was CH Elve The Sorcerer, who was the first male BIS
winner. He was also the first multiple group and BIS winner and was certainly the
pathfinder for such wins in the UK and is in the pedigrees of most top-winning dogs
today.
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Belleville
By Cathy Thompson-Morgan
I got my first Norfolk as a pet in 1987. I had never seen a Norfolk before and had found
them in a book in the library, liked the look and the sound of them, so set out to find
one.
My ‘affix’ was registered in 1992 and was the name of the house that I was living in at
the time.
In 1990, without knowing what I was doing at the time, I bought a bitch (Malbis Jenny
Wren) from a small pet breeder. It later turned out that she was by Lowmita
Nutcracker, a son of Ch Ragus Whipcord (sire of 16 English Champions), whilst her
mother was a granddaughter of Ch Ragus Songbook, also a son of Ch Ragus
Whipcord. Although no great star herself, Jenny had great breeding. She turned out to
be the mother of my first homebred Ch. Belleville Cloudscape and grandmother of Ch
Belleville Cloudvoyager, who is in the pedigree of every Belleville bred Champion
except his mother, litter sister and full brother!
The reason that I was so successful in my first few litters was that the first “real”
breeders that I made contact with were Lesley Crawley and Marjorie Bunting (Ragus)
and Michael Crawley (Elve). Lesley and Marjorie educated me in line breeding;
Marjorie would sit for hours and tell me about dogs in the pedigrees, plus she still had
Ch Ragus Songbook as a very old dog.
It was through their advice that I mated Jenny to Ch Elve Cloudyhead (ultimately the
sire of 8 English Champions and who had Whipcord as a Great- Grandfather 3 times
and a GG Grandfather 3 times) and who was consistently siring nice puppies to lots of
different bitches. This produced Cloudscape. In addition Michael Crawley let me have
Ch Elve Willow Goldworthy with him in partnership and she was my first CC winner and
my first champion. She was a Cloudyhead granddaughter through her sire Ch Salette
Gold Bullion and, when mated to Cloudvoyager, produced my first Champion show
Group winner, Ch Pirouette at Belleville.
Since those early days, Belleville has been Top Winning Norfolk Kennel in the UK
every year but one since 1994. We have made up 32 Norfolk and 10 Norwich
Champions. We won Group 2 at Crufts in ‘04 with Ch Belleville Sweet Nothings (2 x
BOB at Crufts including ’03 where she was also BPIB). She was also BPIS at the
National Terrier Club Championship Show in ’04. She won a Group 1 and several
other Group placings. Ch Pirouette at Belleville won 2 Groups and a RBIS. Ch
Belleville Magic Flute won a Group and several placings. Ch None Stop to Belleville
won 2 Groups. Several other have won Group placings. We have also just won our
first CC with our Portuguese water dog.
I was secretary of the Midland Counties Norfolk Terrier Association for 10 years. I am
an accredited breeder and a member of the Kennel Club. I also wrote breed notes in
Dog World for both Norfolk and Norwich for several years.
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JAEVA
By Martin Phillips
I started in the dog world with Staffies, and was quite successful in the breed, which my
family kept. When I left home, I could no longer keep Staffies and looked around for a
smaller breed, which I could keep and campaign. Luckily, I met a lady by accident, who
owned and bred Norwich, and she offered me a bitch which was BEECHWOOD
TABITHA TWITCHET. She also gave me the name and phone number of Mrs Marjory
Bunting and her daughter Leslie to give me help and advice on trimming and showing
her. Eventually, when I did start to show her, I had great success by gaining top
Norwich and 13 CC’s. She became my first Champion in this particular breed.
Obviously, I came into contact with the sister breed, the Norfolk, and fell hook, line and
sinker for them. I bought my first bitch from the Ragus kennel. She didn’t make a show
dog, but a very successful brood bitch by producing a daughter who then produced my
first homebred Champion, CH. JAEVA BOX BROWNIE.
I owe a great deal to Mrs. Bunting and her daughter Leslie, for all their help and advice.
I especially owe Marjory for her great depth of knowledge in breeding and pedigrees
which she taught me, and for Leslie for her help in grooming and handling. I would also
like to mention Mrs. Joy Taylor of the Nanfan kennel, who was a great mentor. I think I
was very well blessed by having 3 of the most experienced people in dogs giving me
help and advice by teaching me the finer points of breeding, showing and judging. I
owe a big thank you to these three ladies!
Obviously, my first choice would be a dog I loved and thought a great deal of as a
family dog. It was fortunate that he was a super show dog and stud and that is ENG/
AM CH JAEVA MATTI BROWN. I think he is in most Norfolk pedigrees today,
including Coco and many other great dogs in the breed.
My 2nd choice would be a dog that I campaigned to top Norfolk in 2007, CH JAEVA
FOR PETES SAKE, who again has proven himself as a great sire and producing lovely
type and temperament.
My third choice would be ENG/AM CH. JAEVA DUTCH GOLD, who was a fantastic
show dog by winning lots of Terrier Groups and the first male Norfolk to win a General
Championship show of his time. Giving me the best win ever was under the famous
judge, Annie Clarke, who thought of him so highly that she gave him BIS at the
Centenary Norfolk Club show with a record entry.
I love judging abroad, and have had the honour to have the advantage of putting my
hands on other breeder’s dogs in different countries. Yes, I find they do vary from the
UK. I find a lot of it is due to not enough bloodlines to widen the gene pool, so they are
very cloned in some countries to what particular dog is winning at any particular time.
Marjory Bunting taught me a male dog is most important to the breed as he stamps his
type, good or bad, to the most number of bitches, where a bitch is a great asset to
one’s own kennel for producing their own lines.
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CRACKNOR
By Elisabeth Matell
Whenever (which is often) I think of the marvelous, unique, wonderful, clever,
charming, funny and infuriating Joy Taylor, so many happy and sometimes funny
memories come flooding back. I lived in Sweden and I had never heard of her or of
Norfolk Terriers when I read the Dog World Annual in 1966 and came across her black
and white advertisement. There was a photo of a young Ch Nanfan Heckle and I fell
immediately and thought "There's the breed I've been looking for all my life". A believer
in instant gratification, I wrote to Joy and ordered two bitch puppies. I was most put out
when she wrote back saying that I would have to wait a couple of months. Eventually
my Nanfan puppy, a daughter of Heckle and Needle, joined my Swedish bred bitch who
was of Colonsay breeding.
At Crufts 1967 I met Joy for the first time and was very taken with her and her dogs.
She won BOB with Heckle's brother Ch Nanfan Hayrake. As we were talking, it was
decided that I'd come over to work as a kennelmaid later in the year, so I arrived at
Standhall Cottage in July. I stayed four and a half unforgettable months, looking after
the legendary Nanfans. I learnt so much, but I could feel I didn't come up to Joy's
exacting standards so left a bit earlier than planned.
However, Joy and I stayed in touch when I returned to Sweden and she sent a couple
of influential stud dogs to me, Ch Nanfan Spikeman, and Heckle's last son, Ch Nanfan
Sweetcorn. Whenever I visited Standhall Cottage, Joy was the consummate hostess
serving delicious food, strong gin and tonics and she let me go through all her beautiful
dogs. At the time she had a strong stud team of six or seven champions, several
champion bitches and every year another couple of outstanding youngsters. All the
dogs were in perfect trim, show dogs, veterans and puppies; you never saw a shaggy
Nanfan or one out of coat.
When I moved to England in 1977, Joy and I became closer and I came to look on
Standhall Cottage as my second home, never dreaming that one day I'd be living there
with my dogs. I spent many hours watching Joy trim her dogs and teaching me how to
read a pedigree. Not that I was a very good pupil, but I was proud of the fact that my
record holder '"Betty" (Ch Cracknor Call My Bluff) was three quarter Nanfan bred and
the well known "Coco" (Ch/Am Ch Cracknor Cause Celebre) half Nanfan-bred.
The superb breed type of the Nanfans is etched into my memory, the lovely head with
smallish dark eyes, neat little ears, the large teeth, good bone, thick well-padded feet
and the harsh, three-layered red coat. And I shall never forget the inimitable Joy who
taught me that you only get out what you put in, to aim for the best, not settle for
second best and that success doesn't happen by chance, you have to work hard for it.
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Max-Well
By Barbara Miller

As a seven year old you don’t really know much about dogs or, I should say, I didn’t, therefore, when asked what
breed I wanted, the Irish Setter was my answer. After all, I was totally mesmerized by a book about the breed I
remember my mother reading to me. The setter proved to be an ill choice, as it chased after birds quicker than my
little feet could run. After two years, she went to live out her days on a farm owned by my dad’s friend. I in turn
negotiated for my first Collie. Dad and I visited a huge collie kennel, whereby I pointed to a beautiful tri-color
announcing, “That’s the one I want”. The breeder wouldn’t sell him because she claimed he was a “show dog.” We
returned home dog-less. The following day, I phoned the breeder stating my dad’s construction company would
make all the repairs to her home and kennel if I were allowed to have the dog. The deal was struck. Dad thought it
quite clever of his nine year old daughter and so my real life in dogs began. Collies stayed with me until about
fifteen years ago.
My next venture was the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier in 1967, an unknown breed. I became the president of the
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of Metropolitan New York and treasurer of the national club. In 1973 the breed
was granted full recognition to the AKC, thanks to the diligent efforts of Jackie Gottlieb, mother of Canine Health
Foundation president, Cindy Vogels.
In that same year I discovered a little honey-colored dog at Jack Simm’s home and promptly referred to him as a
darling little mutt. I was told he was a Norwich Terrier drop ear. Shortly thereafter, he sired a litter of three girls.
When it was time for me to select my puppy I sat on the floor of the breeder’s home deciding which of the three had
the widest backside. I did my homework having read plenty about small breeds and problems of whelping. MaxWell’s Rum Raison was wide from pelvic bone to pelvic bone. She also had ears more of a hound than a terrier and
was as long as a train. In other words certainly not a show dog. But she did have a fabulous temperament, good
eye, excellent bite and a great pedigree going back to excellent English lines. I immediately questioned Jack Simm
about everything I could pertaining to the breed. When I exhausted his knowledge, I got on a plane and visited
English breeders. Joy Taylor of Nanfan fame quickly became not only a mentor but a friend. And so one year, on
my birthday, Nanfan Crunch came into my life. I had the opportunity of seeing the great Ch. Nanfan Sweet Potatoe
and the fabulous bitch Ch. Nanfan Copy Cat at Joy’s, proclaiming if and when she bred these two I would like a pup
of either sex. In my opinion, Crunch changed the breed here in the United States. Our little dogs for the most part
were too fine of bone with heads that needed more strength. I was the first to admit he was a bit too large overall
but when bred properly to my bitches he produced puppies of substance. In due time, after he earned his
championship, I sent him to Susan DePew, now Kipp. Susie showed him at Westminster, whereby he earned two
Terrier Group placements making him the first Norfolk to be recognized by that prestigious kennel club. He earned
fourteen Bests by the time he was retired at an early age, again setting a record for the breed. The rest is history as
I consider the Kipps my other family and happily mentor Dylan and Devon in junior showmanship.
There have been many Max-Well’s I’m proud of, but, just possibly, I’m most proud of the fact that Susie took to the
breed as eagerly as she has and we now co-own and co-breed all Max-Wells. The Max-Well line has done
exceptionally well, having bred Ch. Max-Well’s Weatherman (Storm), Ch. Max-Well’s Cyclone, and Ch. Max-Well’s
Viper, all related and all Westminster group placing Norfolk as well as Best in Show and Specialty winners. The MaxWell history started in 1973 and earned respect throughout these years because of the diligence paid to our breed,
the Norfolk Terrier. Nothing is perfect in life or canines, but Susie and I are committed to health testing our Norfolks.
It’s important for our line and it’s important for the breed.
As the 2002 recipient of the AKC Terrier Breeder of the year and again in 2007 I feel quite honored. In 2007 I was
awarded the overall Breeder of the Year by the AKC. Never in my dreams, as a nine year old, did I think I would
achieve such acclaim. This year the magazine, Dogs in Review, has honored myself and Susan Kipp as one of the
nominees of Breeder of the Year. I’ve served as president of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club and was thrilled
when division of the two breeds into two clubs was achieved. This past Montgomery weekend saw both clubs march
into history as each held separate Specialties under our new banners: the Norwich Terrier Club of America headed
by Joan Eckert and the Norfolk Terrier Club presided over by me.
This being our first ANNUAL, I trust you will all enjoy the contents and remember our little guys do not ask to be
here…we, the breeders, must be the protectors of their lives.
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Yarrow
By Beth Sweigart

I was born on Long Island and educated in Virginia and Pennsylvania. I lived for many years in
Virginia’s Shenandoah Valley, where I began breeding Labradors under the Yarrow prefix through the 1970s
and early 1980s. At this time I was very involved with the formation of the Labrador Retriever Club of the
Potomac and the all breed club Skyline. I was show chair and past president for both.
My first Norwich , Ch Summercrest Lady Josephine, by Ch Radash Tarquin, was bred by a friend of
mine in Virginia. When my friend became terminally ill, she gave me Josie and that was my start in
Norwiches. My first Norfolk soon followed, bred by John Mandeville in 1976, Ch Raggedge Are You Ready,
aka “Muffin”, and was my constant companion and the foundation of my breeding program. She was both a
great show dog, winning Best of Breed at Westminster Kennel Club, and the first Norfolk bitch to win a terrier
group, plus she was a wonderful producer. Muffin was also a great ambassador for the breed, as through the
early years of my professional handling career she accompanied me to every show and would sit on top of
one of the crates greeting all passersby and clients. Muffin was a “talker” and everyone was charmed by her
gregarious nature. She was diagnosed with micro valve disorder at 8 years old and passed away just shy of
her 16th birthday; the cause-CANCER! I was devastated.
Mrs. Curtis Read was my first client and was my mentor and guiding light. I started showing dogs for
her while living in Virginia and continued while I lived on Long Island, until her death in 1995. After Mrs.
Read’s death, I moved to PA with Peter Green, forming the very successful “Green Team” of handlers. My
time with Mrs. Read was invaluable, her knowledge of the breed was astounding and she was anxious to
share her experience with newcomers to Norfolks and longtime breeders as well. I showed dogs for her and
for many of the people with whom she placed show-potential puppies. One couple was John and Pam Beale,
who visited her after acquiring a bitch from Joan Eckert (Abbedale). I finished the bitch for them and that was
the start of a life-long friendship with the Beales. Since that first Norfolk, we have combined our breeding
programs and produced a line of Norfolks that have not only won consistently in the show ring, but have
provided companionship and love to many families.
Of course, the highlight of this partnership has to have been the introduction of Elizabeth Mattel’s Ch
Cracknor Cause Celebre aka “Coco”. She was and is the highlight of my professional handling career and is
still the joy of my life. Coco’s career was unparalleled, not only for a Norfolk, but for just about any show dog.
She was undefeated in breed competition throughout her specials career and won almost every major dog
show there was to win-the AKC invitational, Montgomery County, Great Western, 2 Groups at Westminster,
and her final triumph Best in Show at Crufts in 2005. She caught the imagination of both the fancy and the
general public and became a celebrity. An ambassador for the breed, Coco made friends wherever she
went. After her retirement, she made trips to her co-owner Stephanie Ingram’s in Nashville to help raise
money for the local animal shelter. Coco posed with all comers and helped raise $60,000 for the shelter, a
pure-bred helping less fortunate shelter dogs. The cover dog for Bo Bengston’s “Best in Show”, she attended
a book signing at Westminster and enjoyed the limelight yet again.
My partner, Peter Green, and I retired from Professional Handling at Westminster in 2006. Since
then we have embarked on a judging career. I continue to breed and show my Affenpinschers, and the
Norwich and Norfolks I breed with the Beales, mostly in the Bred-By class. We all enjoy the promise of a
youngster and what might be in his future. Judging has proved both interesting and rewarding. I was
honored to be selected by our members to judge our breed at Montgomery County so early in my judging
career.
I can only say that my involvement with dogs and Norwich and Norfolks in particular has lead me to a
life that has enabled me to travel and meet lifelong friends all over the world who share my passion. I hope I
am able to continue to judge for many years to come.
I remember many years ago when Barbara Miller and I were both young neophytes in the breed
(before there were 2 breeds) and were at the annual match show, a VERY IMPORTANT EVENT IN THE
70’s. We were amidst the likes of Mrs. Winston, Mrs. Read, Mrs. Fell, Mrs. Stephens-Baird, doyennes of the
breed and we remarked on how old they were. Recently we looked at each other and realized that we are
the old ones now. I only hope that we protect the breed’s integrity as well as they did.
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Abbedale
By Joan Eckert
My kennel name originated from a combination of my daughter’s name, Abby, and a
little village in England called Abbedale. My love, respect and appreciation for Norfolk
and Norwich terriers started in the 60's when I worked for a kennel during the
summer. Four Norfolk there soon became my favorites because of their bright, happy
and outgoing but undemanding dispositions. They were so full of themselves but
wanted to be your best friend. My feelings for these special little dogs have not
changed over the years. I bought my first little Norfolk girl in 1977, Crumpet, from one
of the original Norfolk breeders in the US, Bethway Kennels. I called her Abbedale’s
Tea and Crumpet. I bred her in 1979 and had three puppies sired by Ch. Elve Pure
Magic. His owner was Joan Read, who is the one I have to thank for where I am in
dogs today. All three finished their championships, but that was not the best. Jamie
became the first certified Hearing Ear Norfolk. Nappy was a group winner and a
devoted companion. And my dearest of all, Abby, became the mother of seven
champions and the love of my dog life. All lived into their fourteenth year. I could say
the rest is history, because it is. Over the last thirty years I have raised and owned over
one hundred conformation champions or titled dogs, one Best In Show, several Group
and Best In Sweeps winners and many specialty placers. But the real joy for me is
seeing the dogs I breed go into wonderful homes where they enhance the lives of their
families. They are so loved as companions and friends.
Norfolk Terrier, Norwich Terrier Breeder since 1977.
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Rightly So
By Fritz Rumpf (with Toni Harrold)
Rightly So Kennels was established in 1982 with a very typey, Surrey-bred Norfolk
Bitch. From the very beginning, this Kennel strived to breed for form and function,
paying special attention to size, type, temperament, soundness and balance.
Ch Rightly So Original Sin, (Ziggy), who broke the breed BIS record in 1991, to this day
remains our breed ideal. Oozing with type and personality, this amazing Norfolk not
only had a profound impact on the breed, but made many a dog fancier fall in love with
Norfolks.
His many wins include a National Specialty, as well as the first Canadian all breed BIS
won by a Norfolk. Both these aforementioned wins were, at the time, over record
breaking entries.
His accomplishments in the whelping box have reverberated over generations. Not just
a producer of BIS winning get, his influence is felt further down the line, including the
multiple BIS winning grandson Ch Davi of High Ridge Farms.
In 2005 a Ziggy great-grandson, Ch Rightly So Lov’em and Leave’m, obtained his
championship with three consecutive five point majors, going BOW all three days,
including both the Regional as well as the Roving National Specialty.
More recently another one of Ziggy’s grandsons, Ch Rightly So Wallee World, made his
presence felt by going WD at the 2009 Devon dog show, then handily finishing with
three majors in December, over the Cleveland shows, all from the Bred-by-Exhibitor
class.
Being firm believers that new blood lines are essential to any gene pool, Rightly So
kennels has always diversified their breeding program. In recent years we have
incorporated breeding stock from both the Allright kennel in Germany, as well as the
Brickin kennel in England. Among them is Ch Brickin Cut and Run, who made his
American show debut by going WD at the 2006 National Specialty. At this time he has
6 champions to his credit. Ch Brickin Country Pursuit, finished undefeated with several
Best of Breed wins. Our newest import, Brickin Smart Disguise, is currently being
readied for the show ring.
We are pleased to have finished the first Norfolk conformation champion since club
separation and are looking forward to many more fun-filled years with this wonderful
breed.
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Venerie
By Pam Beale
John and I were lucky to have made contact with Joan Read, as she helped us acquire
our first Norfolk; and thus began our love affair with Norfolk Terriers. It is hard to believe
that it has been almost 20 years since we went to our first ANTA (American Norfolk
Terrier Association) match and left with Hester, a bitch puppy, who became a wonderful
companion and a great foundation dam. I fell in love with Hester the moment Joan
Eckert put her in my lap, and while Hester is gone now our love for the breed remains
stronger than ever.
The second lucky event occurred when Trish Lussier invited us to dinner at her house
with a group of dog friends that included the widely known handlers Beth Sweigart and
Peter Green. Beth agreed to show Hester and help us develop a breeding program that
produced Ch. Greenfield’s Step to the Rear (Thumper), a son of Ch. Nanfan Culver,
who was owned by Jim and Marjorie McTernan. Culver became a wonderful sire, and
Thumper was just one of his many contributions to the breed. Thumper in turn
produced Ch. Max-Well’s Spring Into Action when he was bred to his half -sister, Ch.
Max-well’s Weather or Not (Notty ), whom Barbara Miller was kind enough to share with
us after we had seen and tried to purchase her mother, Max-Well’s Whizard of Oz.
Both Thumper and Notty were top Norfolk during their show careers. The next dog we
were fortunate to acquire was Eng. / Am. Ch. Elve Nick Redthorne at Belleville (Jose),
bred by Michael Crawley and owned by Cathy Thompson. Cathy agreed to send Jose
to us and own him in partnership with John and me. Jose was everything you could
want in a Norfolk-- healthy, hardy and very keen. He was also an outstanding showman
and finished 1998 as top Norfolk and second top terrier in the country.
As fortunate as we were in our beginnings, even better things were still in store for us—
namely Ch. Cracknor Cause Célèbre, or Coco, who enjoyed a magical show career.
She was undefeated in Breed competition and went on to break a phenomenal number
of records and create innumerable Firsts for the breed. Her crowning achievement, to
quote P.T. Barnum, was conquering “The Greatest Show on Earth” by going Best In
Show at Crufts.
Beth and Coco had a wonderful rapport, and it was always a thrill to watch them
together in the ring. The other wonderful thing about Coco is that she not only left her
mark in the show ring, but she has bred onward. Her remarkable legacy continues
through her son, Ch. Cause for Celebration (Dickie), who was top Norfolk in 2006, 2007
and 2008, and top sire for the breed in 2008. Words can never express how wonderful
it has been to have the opportunity to co-own such a fabulous dog with her breeder,
Elisabeth Matell, and to have seen her shown by Beth and Peter –very special times
that we will always treasure.
Looking forward, it is my dearest wish that I will be able to build on this wonderful
foundation and continue to breed dogs in partnership with Beth and Elisabeth, as this
partnership and their friendship means the world to me.
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Glenelg
By Deborah Pritchard
Glenelg Norfolk actually started in 1973 when I was smitten with a Norwich Terrier at a
dinner party. I knew that I had to have one of these dogs as my personal dog, small
enough to go everywhere with me, smart enough to be my entertaining companion, and
rugged enough to live an active life in the country. A drop-eared Norwich Terrier puppy by
Ch Nanfan Nogbad the Bad was found and my life has never been without the breed since.
I bred Nora several times, with Mary Baird and Anne Winston advising me. I knew very little
about grooming and had no interest in dog shows, but one day I thought it might be fun to
visit a nearby dog show, Somerset Hills, with Nora, so I gave her a bath and off we went.
One can imagine what she looked like! Only one Norwich Terrier DE person spoke to me
and said something nice about my little dog, and that was Jack Simm.
A few years later I met Linda Plummer, who told me that one of my male puppies was
show quality to which I answered, “I’m too busy with my family and horses but you can
show him if you like!” He ended up with Peter Green and Damara Bolte. Damara showed
him at Westminster and ‘Tuff’ went BOB!
From 1982 to 1996, dog shows were still of no interest to me, but breeding was. A Kings
Prevention puppy, Damara, and Ch Nanfan Corricle came to Glenelg and Constance
Larrabee became another mentor. I was a little afraid of her, but I learned more about
pedigrees, coats and ears. Joan Read came into my life and I bred to Daffran Dusty, Elve’s
Pure Magic and Magic Marker. Linda and I had tried every possible remedy for problem
ears and I was envious of the ear carriage of the Ragus & Elve litters I saw.
In 1990, Wenwagon Beatrice (Triscuit) came to me from Linda. Triscuit was a terrific
producer for me, as her full older sister , Wenwagon Friday Flyer, was for the Colemans in
California. The dam of five champions, the breeding to CH Reidmar Mercator produced
Piacere and Grazie. In 1995, I decided to enter my puppy, Grazie, in a show (still didn’t
know a thing about grooming) and was told by a respected Norfolk breeder and handler
that she was a ‘Specials’ bitch. Well, I thought, she’s special to me too. Still clueless. Then
I showed her again, she won, and Kathy Ferris and I finished her quickly. Grazie would win
in spite of me and gave me confidence to handle my own dogs. Andrew Kramer’s Pia and
Grazie together produced 14 champions. When I bred Grazie to CH Allright American
Dream twice, four champions were the result. She was the catalyst into the wider dog world
for me, leading me into the Earthdog fields (once again, I knew nothing; she sailed through
to Master Earthdog). Her daughter, Ch Glenelg Georgie Girl, went BOW at Montgomery
from the BBE class. When we had the photo taken, the Judge said to me “Who are you? I
don’t know you”, the best complement my bitch could have had! Her grandaughter, Ch
Glenelg Alden, went BOW at Montgomery also.
Genetic diversity for health and temperament is important to me. I study pedigrees and
never breed to a stud dog just because he’s a top winner unless I’ve been able to put my
hands on him, look in his mouth, and know as much as I can of his family. A bitch that
doesn’t have a proper scissor bite, and by proper I mean it stays scissor the lifetime of the
dog, will not be bred. I wish for every serious breeder three things: a sound foundation
bitch with a correct bite, more than one mentor with wide knowledge of the breed and no
personal advantage to their advice, and the written standard always in mind.
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Arroyo
By Ann and Ed Dum

In 1987, Ed and I began our search for a small dog to replace our old Dachshund that
had passed away. We attended dog shows and talked to exhibitors of many different
breeds. By 1988 we had narrowed our interest down to the Border, West Highland
White and Norfolk Terrier. After a while, we decided that the Norfolk was the breed for
us. Little did we know that it would be another year before we would get a Norfolk.
We purchased our first Norfolk from Roger Cutler. She was 9 months old and named
Capstone’s Just A Love (“Kayla”). She was truly a little love. We had her shown by Bill
McFadden and I exhibited her as well. When it came time to breed Kayla, we talked to
Taffy McFadden for suggestions. Taffy suggested that we contact Fritz Rumpf. She
thought that Ch. Rightly So Original Sin would be a good match for Kayla who was
large. We contacted Fritz and he agreed. Kayla needed a few more points. We decided
that Fritz would show her at a few shows and get her finished while she was in the east
being bred.
Kayla had a litter of three. Much to our amazement, in that first litter was Best of Breed
Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club National Specialty Winner, CH. Arroyo’s Wild At Heart
(“Willie”). Willie won the breed at Montgomery in 1993. Wow, what a thrill! Fritz was
handling Willie for his owners who lived in Arizona. This began my mentorship with
Fritz. Fritz taught me how to groom and present a dog. We became close friends. I can
never thank Fritz enough for his willingness to mentor me. Fritz started showing one of
our favorite dogs, Ch. Arroyo’s Keefolk Amador (Amy).
Throughout the years we have exhibited most of our own dogs and many have finished
from the Bred by Exhibitor class. Our dogs are the foundation stock for several kennels,
including Linda Ball (Keefolk), Randy and Michelle Welcher (Granite Hills), Julie
Gleeson (Wisdom’s Gate) and Becky Brannan (Vian Caru). Some of our dearest friends
have come from the world of Norfolk’s and dog showing. We have had wonderful
experiences as well as heartaches.
I do consider myself very fortunate in the fact that so many professional handlers, as
well as many elite breeders, have offered us help and advice throughout the years. We
have been lucky enough to produce our second National Specialty winning Norfolk,
who is Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot (“Tater”). Tater is shown by Eddie & Lesley Boyes, who I
consider mentors and close friends.
Tater is among the list of our favorite Norfolk’s along with our “Amy”. A few of the other
dogs that we have loved in Norfolk are (in order of birth-date) Ch. Max-Well’s
Weatherman, Ch. The Duke Of Copperplate and Ch. Cracknor Cause Celebre.
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Wisdom’s Gate
By Julie Gleeson
I’ve been showing and training dogs since I was 11 years old. I started in 4-H with my
beloved Scottie, progressed to owning and raising Doberman Pinchers (I showed the
first Fawn Doberman ever to receive Championship Points in the US), then decided it
was time to move to smaller dogs in the early 1980s. At that time I owned several
cutting-edge pet stores and was considered an industry leader in creating a breederreferral service to keep dogs from being sold through pet stores.
I rescued a Cairn Terrier, then went to Golden Gate to meet Cairn breeders in order to
buy a show puppy. I never made it past the Norfolk bench. There sat Jessica James
Relinque and Kathleen Eimil with the most adorable dogs I had ever seen. Jessica
invited me to her home where I met her pack, and the moment they chortled at me, I
was sold. She had nothing available, so I began a national search.
My first Norfolk was sent to me in 1986, sight unseen, by Mrs. James Clark, after a
required in-person interview. A very young Bill McFadden showed him for me, and
Norvik’s The Instigator, aka, Rustle, was my very first Champion. He was the very best
family pet, and in fact, we credit him for saving our marriage! But that is a whole
different story.
When we lost Rustle suddenly to stomach cancer (he was just 12), we were bereft. We
turned to Ann and Ed Dum, who promised that as soon as she had something, she
would let us have one. We were allowed to buy our Casey, Ch. Arroyo’s Red Jet, when
he was just a pup, and Ann and Ed mentored me for years in showing and coat care.
They took Casey to Montgomery in 2001, and due to a fortunate set of circumstances, I
ended up with my dear Annie, Ch. Arroyo’s Farolito Fire, to care for while they were
gone. Annie settled in and the Dums and I worked out a contract that allowed me to
keep her through a breeding agreement. I call her my miracle dog, as she got pregnant
the first time we bred her, had 8 puppies total in three litters, and gave me 4
champions, including Yankee, Ch. Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring, CGC. One of
her Champion puppies was Ch. Arroyo’s Archangel Gabriel, who was WD at Hatboro
and BOW at Hatboro 2, the very first time I attended the Montgomery weekend, with
me showing and presenting him! Annie contracted Pyometria and had to be spayed,
but Yankee carries on her genetics and her gorgeous babies in his puppies.
Wisdom’s Gate came into existence with Yankee, as his litter was the first that I was
completely responsible for. Annie was bred to Ch. Kinsridge Free N ‘Easy. He was a
litter of one! The name comes from my consulting work (I am a Wisdom Coach) and
refers to a passage in the Book of Wisdom in the Catholic Bible.
Nan Anderson has been instrumental in continuing my education in terriers and the
members of the whole national and regional clubs continue to be the best educators I
could ever have.
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Australia
Jotruba
By Elizabeth Hindley
My introduction into the wonderful world of dog showing began with West Highland
Terriers, which I enjoyed for over ten years. During this time I was very successful
breeding and showing the West Highland White Terriers. Then, in 1982, a dear friend, a
very successful Norfolk breeder and Judge, arrived at home with Gypsy because he
believed my life would not be complete without a Norfolk. He was right.
Although Gypsy was not the pick of the litter and had ‘helicopter’ ears, she wormed her
way into our hearts. So in 1984, I decided to mate her and used Craigend Romany Rebel
the son of Nanfan Sharpshooter. I used Rebel because he was the first Norfolk to raise
the profile of the breed in Australia. From this mating, Gypsy’s progeny were successful in
the ring and won many In Group and In Show awards.
Now that the breed had truly become part of my life, and because of the relatively limited
gene pool in Australia, I felt that I needed to introduce new lines into my breeding program.
I did my homework and l looked to the U.K. and introduced the Nanfan lines into my
kennel. I was lucky enough to import Nanfan Cactus from Nanfan Kennels in the U.K. He
was magnificient and helped me revamp the gene pool and he had an immediate effect.
Then Nanfan Chill Off arrived and we continued to improve the quality of Norfolks in
Australia. Their progeny were getting recognized and seriously considered in the ring
again.
Then I imported Nanfan Calamus from the U.K. and once again our quality took another
leap in the right direction. In Australia Nanfan Calamus won multiple in Show awards and
was the first Norfolk to attain his Australian Grand Championship title, which is a great
achievement. To top it off, in the same year he won the Top Terrier at the British Terrier
Club of NSW in 2005.
Again I went back to the U.K. and imported Brickin Red Diamond who followed in Nanfan
Calamus’ footsteps being the youngest Norfolk to attain his Australian Grand
Championship title and winning Top Terrier at the British Terrier Club of NSW in 2008.
Both these dogs have complemented my lines in all the right areas and the progeny from
both these dogs are now making their mark winning multiple in Group and in Show awards.
In Australia there are not the numbers of Norfolk , but what is here is now of a very high
quality.
After my success in the Show ring I then decided to use the experience I gained breeding
top winning Norfolk terriers and decided to take up Judging. I gained my Terrier Group
license in 2004 and my Toy Group license in 2007.
My judging career so far has taken me to the ANTA specialty in the United States, to New
Zealand for the Terrier Club Inc. as well as most states within Australia. In 2007 I enjoyed
judging the Terrier group at the Palisades Kennel Club in America and was excited to judge
my own breed at the Norfolk National in Canada in May, 2008. This was a great honour.
This year I had the great pleasure to judge the Toy Group at Chengdhu in China. This
certainly took me out of my comfort zone however I loved every minute of it. For me it is
always a very great honour to judge dogs and especially my breed.
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Germany
Allright
Dr. Frauke Hinsch

Having been a great dog lover from childhood and growing up with wirehaired
Dachshunds, my first Norfolk Terrier came into my life in 1975. I used to ride
thoroughbred racehorses at that time and the Norfolks had come with the horses from
Newmarket/England and originated from the famous Ickworth kennel. I fell in love with
their temperament, “rough” looks, colour and the fact that they were a suitable size to
live with students, as I started vet school around the same time.
Norfolks were completely unknown in Germany then and the challenge to breed them
arose immediately. I started studying the breed as much as possible, read everything I
could find, studied pedigrees, visited many famous breeders in England and later in
Scandinavia and the USA trying to learn trimming and handling, as before all I had
done was obedience with the Dachsies. The first years were difficult because there was
nobody in Germany who could help with the breed. Regular visits to England with well
known breeders (Nanfan, Ickworth, Pipridges and others at that time) and the famous
photographers Sally and Ron Willbie gave me a great deal of support. Soon, I got to
know Joan Read and Barbara Fournier while I was in the USA as an exchange student
working in a “future farmers” programme. Especially Joan was a great supporter and
made me judge the first time and write for her book. I have great memories of the many
visits with her and certainly learned a lot.
Contact with the Cracknors, Guestlings, Ragus, Belleville and Brickins followed and so
did many others in different countries. Cracknor Candidate was my first stud dog,
International Champion and World Winner. He is behind most of my dogs. He had a
fantastic temperament. Later imported stud dogs were Ch. Yarrow’s Henley and Ch.
Belleville Smart Alec who were both very influential. To mention all those I bred ,the list
would be long, but maybe Ch. Allright Hyperion, Ch. Allright Teddy Trouble, Ch. Allright
Northern Dancer, Ch. Allright Smart Norman and Ch. Allright Smart Chester and the
bitches Ch. Allright Buttons and Ch. Allright Ginger Bread - those are just a few who
were multiple or international Champions, World/European winners and BIS winners.
Two of my dogs made their championship in Britain (shown by Cathy Thompson,
Belleville): Allright Magic Trapper and Allright Smart Sir Byron, and Trapper was also
Top Stud dog. In the USA, Ch. Allright Magic Lamp was a BIS winner and quite a few
others gained their championship there over the years and did a lot of stud work for
different kennels. Worldwide Norfolks from my kennel have participated in many
countries at dog shows and helped breeders in their breeding program.
I am a licensed judge for ten different Terrier breeds since 1991 and have been the
breed representative for Norfolk Terriers in Germany for over 20 years. Since 1977 when the prefix Allright was registered with the German Terrier Club - I have bred
nearly 200 champions and in 2007 I got the highest award for my work which the
German Kennel Club (VDH) hands out (Baron von Gingins medal). Through the Norfolk
Terriers I have made friends in many parts of this world and besides the joy of breeding
these wonderful dogs, the long-lasting friendships are part of the fun of it!
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Singapore
By Hubert Tan

I got interested in the Norfolk Terrier after viewing the Westminster shows years back. I
never got to owning one until I retired most of my Siberian Huskies as they were of age.
I started studying the breed intently and my desire got more intense as the months
passed. Though I knew it was an uphill task for me ,as judges in Asia might not be
familiar with the breed, I felt the need to pursue my goal.
Though I started treading in murky waters, I managed to make a study on the lines of
this breed, and after a few "no replies" and "cold" correspondences, I had a
breakthrough from Barbara Miller who kindly offered me a dog called Slick (but not
until after a thorough explanation of myself and a few personal calls to convince her
that I am a serious show home, one who loves my dogs and would ensure only the best
for them). You can imagine the joy I felt when I received Slick to my home. Interest in
Slick grew as I had many doggie friends who would come over to play with him and he
never disappointed with his bubbly self. He was more of a people's dog and would long
for the human touch.
I do admit, due to my lack of experience and bad advice, I messed his coat big time
and had to wait for what seems an "eternity " for the coat to come back. Barbara
showed that she was a true mentor through her advice to me and was patient with me
when I threw questions at her to help me resolve problems. Well the rest is history.
Slick finally won a few group 1,2 ,3 and was recently best yearling in show. He was
always the heart throb in the ring with his attitude and he would captivate the judges
and the crowd attention.
My personal thanks to Barbara Miller and Susan Kipp for this wonderful boy. We hope
that Slick will one day do us proud by breaking the kennel club history records with the
highest accolade of a Best in Show. Even if he doesn't, Slick will always be the family's
BIS.
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Dralion
By Linda Dowdle
We had always been a ‘big dog’ family. Our first encounter with a Norfolk Terrier was during
our initial dog show experience. We went in search of the perfect companion to fill the void
after our 17-year-old, very large, rescue dog passed on and our sons went off to college. My
love of scruffy teddy bears and the need to nurture drew me to these loveable, playful, fuzzyfaced clowns. My husband Peter’s need to find a ‘real’ dog that a man would not be
embarrassed to walk was also fulfilled by these sturdy, feisty, game little terriers with big dog
attitudes. We were both so smitten at first sight, never imagining a small dog could have
ever won us over so completely!
We will be forever grateful to Clive and Mary Davies for allowing Cracker to come and live
with us as a foster. Through their guidance and support, we not only acquired an
affectionate, fun-loving pet, but we discovered a new passion, the show ring. We continued
to show Cracker ourselves and, despite our total inexperience and her uncooperative ears,
got her Canadian Championship. We were hooked! Through our efforts in the conformation
ring we were lucky enough to meet Joan Eckert, Wayne Palmer and Tony Gabrielli who sold
us our first quality Norfolk puppies while providing invaluable mentorship in the breed. We
learned the importance of improving and enhancing the breed in health and temperament as
well as conformation.
We eventually co-owned Cracker and bred her to The Duke of Copperplate. Our first homebred puppy was Dralion’s Contessa of Cortaillod. We were so proud of this beautiful, sound,
vivacious little bitch and owner-handled her to her Championship. From the first, it was
obvious that Tessa inherited her sire’s outstanding showmanship ability. At 7 months, she
was Best Puppy at our Specialty and the first Norfolk puppy to get a Best Puppy in Show in
Canada. She went on to receive a Group 1 at Puppy of the year. Tessa went reserve at
Devon at 8 months and finished her Championship in the US at 10 months of age. She
produced US/Can CH Dralion’s Fire Within, US/Can CH Dralion’s Dare to Soar, and US/Can
CH Dralion’s Beckoning Obsession, all of whom have produced many champions of their
own. Tessa helped us discover how intelligent and versatile Norfolk could be when we also
took our beloved companion to obedience, agility, flat racing, lure coursing and go-to-ground.
Tessa is truly an all-around little terrier!
As President of the Norfolk Terrier Club of Canada and Editor of the quarterly Norfolk Natter
newsletter, I have worked alongside my Board to promote the Norfolk breed in Canada. We
hold an annual National Specialty, have had many Regional Specialties and enjoy Fun Days
each year. Only 50-75 Norfolk are born per year in Canada. There are four breeders that
actively show in conformation in Ontario and three in Western Canada. Competition is
therefore quite limited unless our American cousins enter our shows and support our
Specialties. All Norfolk enthusiasts are encouraged to participate north of the border!
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Souyen,
By Patti Paquette
Souyen was established thirty years ago when I began to breed Shih Tzu. While I was
exhibiting my Shih Tzu in the States about 16 years ago, I would often watch the groups and
one particular day I was viewing the Terrier Group. This was my first introduction to the
Norfolk Terrier. I could not take my eyes off this gorgeous red dog with a face to-die-for. I
had never seen this breed before. Surprise, surprise, it was a Norfolk Terrier, Ch. Nanfan
Crunch. Then the questions started to flow: “Why have I not seen them in Canada?”; “What
is their temperament like?”; “How big do they grow?” ; “Do they get along with other
breeds?”; “Is there a lot of grooming?”.
My sister-in-law, Wendy Paquette, informed me that Mary and Clive Davies from the Toronto
area were importing a bitch from the United States and we could possibly see the availability
of a puppy down the road. Out of Mary and Clive's first litter was an extra special female that
we co-owned, Ch. Cortaillod Cricket of Souyen. I still remember the day Wendy brought this
little bundle of joy home for me. From that moment I have been hooked.
Learning how to groom the Norfolk taught me a lot about the breed. With the help of Mary,
Sharon Kleim and my brother-in-law, Richard Paquette, I learned how to groom the new
addition to the family. I was delighted by how the Shih Tzu and the Norfolk interacted with
one another. I am a strong believer that all dogs that live under one roof have to get along.
As time went on, I bred my first Norfolk, Am.Can.Ch. Souyen's Waiting Game, 'Jake'. Jake
was our first American Champion shown by our niece and professional handler Jody
Paquette. Over the years, Jake was very helpful while whelping litters. As soon as one of the
females started labour, Jake was always close by, ready to spot the first puppy and help
clean the puppy if need be. Jake had to put his lick of approval. He would sit and guard that
whelping box for hours. Sadly, we just lost Jake on March 17, 2009; he was nearly 12 years
old. He was a great dog that can never be replaced.
I was very fortunate to be introduced to Marjorie & Jim McTernan on another trip stateside. At that time, I was looking for new bloodlines to be introduced into my breeding
program. Jim and Marjorie were generous enough to allow me to bring home
Am.Ch. Copperplate the Artful Dodger to be shown in Canada and to be bred to some of my
females. Within no time, Dodger finished with group placements. After Dodger went back
home, another male came to visit. Am.Ch. Capricorns One Potato. 'Spud' visited the girls
and also during his stay became number one Norfolk Terrier in Canada and AOM at
Montgomery. This was a great opportunity for me and I do thank everyone with all my heart.
Both these dogs played a significant role within our breeding program.
The dogs are definitely part of the family. When you breed and show for 30 years you need
a lot of support. My husband Mark and daughter Sarah are very supportive and are
extremely helpful at home and at the shows. The first Norfolk my daughter bred is Ch.
Souyen's Shoot em' Back. Shooter was #1 Norfolk Terrier in Canada with three Puppy in
Shows. I believe he still holds the record for most Puppy in Shows won by a Norfolk Terrier.
Shooter was groomed and shown almost completely by Sarah. She holds great pride with
this boy. Now Shooter enjoys his days as a house pet, swimming every chance he can get.
It has been a joint effort for us to reach the highs that we have been fortunate to achieve.
Norfolk Terriers have been an exciting addition to our lives and they never fail to amaze and
amuse us.
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A N orfolk T errier maybe
moreof a challengebecausethey
haveideasof their own.
Illustrated Standard, 2009

A ndso, too, doour newclub
membershaveideas. T hose‘ideasof
our own’ havemadeusa first-class,
single-breedclubinjust oneyear.
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Constitutional P rocess
The Making of the Norfolk Terrier Club Constitution and By-Laws
Dr. Gerald Mager
In the early fall of 2008, Barbara Miller asked me to chair the Constitution and By-Laws
Committee of the newly organized Norfolk Terrier Club. In college and graduate school
I studied constitutional history extensively, so I understood the purposes and
requirements for a constitution. Some of the principles are transferable even for a
breed club.
I began with a careful reading of the constitution and by-laws that had guided the
Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club, as well as the constitutions and by-laws of half a
dozen other breed clubs. It was readily apparent that the constitution of the old club
(little more than a one page document) was written for another time; some of it was
anachronistic; it needed to be brought into the twenty-first century of dog-club life.
Hence I drafted an entirely new constitution, keeping it to one page in length.
Next I made an enlarged copy of the NNTC by-laws, scrutinized every sentence and
began making notations in the document for the Board to consider. I identified all the
words that had to be changed or deleted for the new club (mostly references to
Norwich). I pointed out words, phrases or sentences that I thought might be changed.
For example, I questioned the need for a small club to have two vice presidents and
both a recording secretary and a corresponding secretary, and I suggested that the
Board carefully consider whether it wanted to put term limits on any officer or board
members. I found sections of those old by-laws that needed to be completely rewritten,
so I drafted suggested revisions for the articles covering voting procedures, duties of
the officers, all sections of the article on committees, and a new article on parliamentary
authority. I also concluded that much of the verbiage in the by-laws is required for
approval by the AKC, so, for example, there was almost no leeway to change the article
on discipline.
I sent my marked up copy of the NNTC by-laws and my drafts of the new constitution
and by-law proposals to the NTC Board for their consideration. The Board members in
Long Beach at the time of the AKC Eukanuba show in December, 2008, invited me to
meet with them. They accepted the proposed constitution and then went through the
by-law document, carefully considered each suggested emendation, and accepted
most of them.
Next the draft Constitution and By-Laws of the NTC were sent for review to the AKC,
which required additions to the by-laws in order to obviate problems that other member
clubs had encountered. Finally, each member of the Norfolk Terrier Club received a
copy of the proposed Constitution and By-Laws and voted approval of that document
overwhelmingly.
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M embershipN ews
From the Membership Desk
By Jeff Partington, Membership Chair

It’s been a good first year for membership. The club started out our first year with just
over 200 members. Throughout the year, 27 new applications for membership were
submitted and approved by the board, increasing our membership by 13%. New to
the NTC, is an associate membership designed for new and first time Norfolk owners.
We welcomed 16 new associate members so far this year.

New members are the lifeblood of any club, so I would encourage you to ask your
Norfolk friends and competitors if they are members and if not, ask them to consider
supporting their breed by joining. For those new to the breed, the club created a nonvoting associate membership, allowing new Norfolk owners to join and receive all the
benefits of membership with just one sponsor, rather than the usual two. They can
remain an associate member for up to two years and then must apply for full
membership.

We would encourage all our breeder members to buy their new owners an associate
membership, whether the Norfolk is being sold for show or performance, or as a
companion. Our personal experience has been the more our new owners learn about
their Norfolks, the more they want to do with them. Three of our owners have come
to Earthdog tests and are now competing or plan to when their dogs are old enough.
Another comes to shows to help us out and has even taken dogs into the ring for us.
She is so hooked, she is considering buying a show dog from us. It just goes to show
that you never know where our future competitors will come from.

To simplify the application process, a separate form for associate membership was
recently approved by the board and will be posted on the website along with the
original application. This new form makes it easier for you to submit the application
for your new owners.
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H ealth
Norfolk Terrier Health, 2009
By Carol Falk
Having served as Health Chairman for the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club for 12
years, I am delighted to have the opportunity to work for and represent one breed.
Although our Norfolk is a hardy little dog, we do have some serious health issues, and
in 2009 we have worked towards better understanding these issues with the goal of
reducing their incidence in the breed.
In 2007 we became a “CHIC breed”. CHIC stands for the “Canine Health
INFORMATION Center” and was established by the AKC Canine Health Foundation
(CHF) in conjunction with the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA). Each national
club is responsible for determining the required (and/or recommended) health concerns
for which breeding stock should be screened. In Norfolks, we require a dog to have a
CERF eye exam, an OFA patella or knee evaluation, and an ultrasound cardiac
evaluation performed by a board certified cardiologist. We also recommend an OFA or
PennHIP hip evaluation as well as icthyosis screening. Cardiac and CERF clearances
should be updated periodically as the dog matures.
Although mitral valve disease (MVD) is the most common heart defect in small breed
dogs, the Norfolk appears to have more than it’s share of this often-fatal problem. Since
2001, we have had researchers looking at MVD in the Norfolk, however, our efforts
have, for various reasons, become stalled. In October of this year, the CHF approved a
$26,000 grant to study MVD in the Norfolk. Most of the funds for this study will be
drawn from the “Friends of Norfolk Terrier Donor Advised Fund” a separate fund
managed by CHF. In addition, the NTC board has approved the allocation of $4000
from the NTC donor advised fund to support this project.
The MVD study will be spear-headed by Mark Oyama, DVM ACVIM/Cardiology, from
the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine. Dr. Oyama, a speaker at
the 2009 Canine Health Conference, was the recipient of the coveted CHF Dr. Asa
Mays award for excellence in research. The study will also include highly regarded
researchers from several other veterinary schools. The grant proposes to examine the
following characteristics of MVD:
Pedigree analysis for mode of inheritance
DNA collection and banking
Cardiac blood-based biomarkers of heart disease (BNP, ANP, troponin)
Markers of inflammation (C reactive protein)
Serotonin signaling (serum serotonin levels)
Echocardiographic valve measurements
Dietary history
Nutritional plasma amino acid profile.
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As currently designed, this will be one of the most comprehensive characterizations of
MVD in a single breed! The screenings will most likely take place at Tufts University in
Massachusetts and the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. How the initial 50
dogs needed for the study will be selected has yet to be determined. If things go well,
and with additional funding, we will also be able to look at candidate genes for MVD
rather than just banking the DNA for future use. By the end of 2010 I am hopeful that
we will have some initial findings to report.

In addition to MVD, both OFA and PennHIP recognize hip dysplasia as a problem in
our breed. The OFA database for hips is what we call a semi-open registry. This
means that when you submit a radiograph of your dog’s hips to OFA for evaluation, it
will automatically become part of the database for Norfolk Terriers. However, unless
you check the box on the OFA form when submitting your radiographs allowing the
results to be made public, your dog’s name will remain private. When you submit your
radiograph, you do not know how your dog’s hips will be graded. This is different from
the patellae, cardiac, and eye registry, as you already know your dog’s status before
deciding to have it listed in the database. As breeders, are we submitting our dog’s
abnormal hip results? For many, I suspect, the answer is unfortunately no.
By searching the OFA database, one can see that of the 153 breeds submitting at
least 100 radiographs for hip evaluation, the Norfolk is listed as having the 16th worst
hips. An alarming 33% of the 218 radiographs submitted to OFA were graded
dysplastic, with none having been rated as excellent. This means that 72 Norfolks
were graded dysplastic by OFA; however, when I search the OFA database for
Norfolks, I can find only 15 that are listed as such. In other words, there are 57
Norfolks graded as dysplastic whose owners have chosen not to share these results.
By not sharing these results, we are defeating the purpose of CHIC. The “I” in
CHIC stands for INFORMATION, and many breeders, although they are obviously
performing genetic tests, are still unwilling to share abnormal results.
I feel we have made good progress in the past 15 years in educating ourselves about
our dogs’ health. We have admitted that we have problems, and we have begun to test
for and address these problems. As someone who has been breeding dogs for 35
years, I understand how difficult it is for many of us to admit that there may be a health
issue in our line. Please remember that ALL dogs have or carry genes for health
problems and that you are not a bad breeder, or a bad person, and you certainly do not
have bad dogs by acknowledging these issues. Through the sharing of ALL
information, we can better learn how to breed around many of our health concerns. In
2010 I would like to see us continue to have our dogs “CHICed”. I would like to see a
hip evaluation added as a CHIC requirement, and I would like to see more of us step up
to the plate by making ALL of our dogs test results public.
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Communication
The Norfolk Terrier Web Site
By Larry Hottot

The Norfolk Terrier Website can be accessed by typing www.norfolkterrierclub.org into your
web browser, or type Norfolk Terrier in the “google” search box.
To understand today’s Norfolk Terrier web site, there was an enormous amount of
information contained in the previously combined Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club website
that needed to be screened. The first order was to download the breed specific information
to a different location so that each club could work with their existing breed-unique
information. Next, the goal was to review the content of the previous web site and select
those items for inclusion into the new web site. Once I had the previous information
collected, it was time to start designing the site for functionality and content, with the Home
page being the center point. The Norfolk Terrier Club web service provider is IPower. The
NTC pays an annual fee to IPower to support our web site on their server and for ownership
of the domain name “Norfolk Terrier Club. org”.
I would like to thank Mr. Jim Trethewey of Alfirin Technologies, who was a tremendous help
with the Pedigree database portion of the web site. A special thank you to Dr. Andrew
Kramer for compiling the monthly records of Titles from the American Kennel Club (AKC) and
who also provides that information for inclusion on the web site. Andrew manages and
updates the Norfolk Terrier Breed information for the On-Line Pedigree database. The NTC
Board has provided many ideas and specific information for inclusion to the web site making
the site more robust. NTC Committee Chairs have been critical in the formulation of various
portions of the web site. The Stud and Kennel Listings would not be possible without the
tremendous assistance of Ann Thomas. Without her assistance and dedication, it would not
have been possible to have such a comprehensive listing of the Norfolk Terrier Stud Dogs
and club member’s Kennel listing.
Included on the NTC web site are the written standard for the Norfolk Terrier breed, a listing
of Board Members, Committees and Chairperson(s) with contact information. I have
included selected Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) regarding the Norfolk Terrier breed and
some general information to help prospective dog owners decide if a Norfolk Terrier is the
right breed of choice. Information is available on Specialty shows, both the National and
Regional Specialties, and other events having importance to Norfolk Terrier Club
membership. Included on the web site are the NTC Code of Ethics and the NTC Constitution
with the ability to download these and other club forms to include ads, membership, etc.
located under the “Forms” tab.
“Coming Soon” will be a “Members Only” section that will be a user ID/password-protected
area for club members to gather club specific information and materials. Also a “Meet the
Breed” section for member’s photos and narratives for Show/Earth/Agility dogs and their
accomplishments is planned for 2010. We are considering a picture gallery of club events
and special moments to be available also in 2010 and a means to post show results quickly
for the Norfolk Terrier Breed. Initially this will be a concerted effort to list results for the
National and Regional Specialties. While this will be unofficial, members would be able to
assist with this challenge. More to follow on all these efforts in near future.
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About the Webmaster: I work for the Department of Defense, Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) in the Pentagon as a Financial Management
Analyst, where I manage the daily operational budget and facility needs of the
organization. Since July of 2009, I have been deployed to Joint Base Balad, Iraq,
located approximately 60 miles northwest of Baghdad. I am particularly impressed with
the efforts of the Service Dogs here in Iraq and Afghanistan, who protect and defend
soldiers, sailors, Airmen, and their handlers dedication to training them.
I encourage members and visitors to the site to provide any input and
suggestions to improve the site. I have placed a link on the site to contact the
webmaster or you can send email directly to me at HOTTOTL@cox.net. Even while I
am deployed, I can access this email address and I respond to inquiries as soon as
possible. Please visit the site often as this is an ever-changing process and tool. I
would like to extend my gratitude to all who have provided thoughts, ideas, and
suggestions for the web site. My sincere appreciation to Barbara Miller who has
provided both inspiration and encouragement in helping develop and build a website
that is useful and a testament to the Norfolk Terrier Breed.
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Communication
Editor’s Report
Norfolk Notes, News and Annual
By Julie Gleeson

What a joy it has been to be the Editor of the new Norfolk Notes on-line newsletter as
well as the hard copy News and the Annual. I’ve always wanted to try my hand at a
newsletter, and it is even more fun than I thought it would be!

We are so lucky to have Marjorie McTiernan, who had the original idea, and Barbara
Miller, who is terrific at setting a vision and letting people play that vision out. Barbara
and I brainstormed our vision for the electronic newsletter, then I designed it and our
first copy was born. With the help of many club members who have sent ideas,
pictures and recommendations, the on-line Norfolk Notes is a huge accomplishment for
such a young club, in fact, for any club. We have received congratulations from club
members, judges and others who also write on-line newsletters. The Notes go out to
approximately 300 people, and we are currently working on the fifth edition, to go out in
mid-February.

The hard copy News was also a huge success. Due to budget constraints, it was
limited to just 12 pages, but what beautiful pages they were! We had a color cover by
Jack De Witt, as well as a color back-cover ad, taken by Nan Anderson of Tenterra
Norfolk. This was printed by Lorrie Kinney and contains historical information regarding
division and show results. We hope to have this printed at least once per year in the
spring, with the Annual to be the hard copy Fall or end–of-year edition.

I wish to thank Barbara Miller for asking the impossible and making sure I was
successful at it. And I wish to thank the entire club for their generous spirit and praise.
I continue to love bringing new and touching things to all of you.
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R escue
2009: The Year in Rescue
Sue Ely, Rescue Chair for Norfolk Terriers
When the NNTC divided into the Norfolk Club and the Norwich Club, it divided a small
club (by AKC standards) into two smaller clubs. That division, as far as Rescue was
concerned, meant that the Rescue Committees of the new clubs would have fewer
members to help with the unending work of Rescue, as well asfewer people in either
club to visit pounds and shelters in the various and often far-flung geographical areas
where Norwich and Norfolk Terriers, purebred or mixed, seem to show up.
For two months or so after division, I carefully separated out the Norwich emails that
found their way to my computers – emails from folks who were inquiring about adoption
as well as those from services such as Petfinder who thought they might have a Norfolk
or a Norwich mix. I would send all the Norwich entries to Dana Esquibel, Rescue Chair
of the Norwich Club, and handle all the Norfolk ones myself. If someone wanted either
breed equally, I would respond and then send the email on to Dana, who would also
respond. Division seemed, as best it could, to have been achieved at the level of
Rescue.
As efficiently as that system handled division of the mail, however, there was one
crucial element, vital to Rescue, which constituted a problem: often there was no
breed-specific club member to go and check on a dog or facilitate a rescue. In the
next few months, Dana and I began to share resources in CA, in FL, in SC and CT. Of
course, there were also the well-established Terrier Rescue organizations to call on,
but sometimes Dana would know someone who could look at a dog here, or I would
know someone who could help with transportation there. Inevitably, the two rescue
operations collided with the happy consequence that two Norfolk owners in Florida
rescued and fostered a Norwich whose owners had died. The dog now has a
wonderful home thanks to their efforts and care. In this case, our support networks
joined forces for the good of both breeds, despite division!
Rescue is a matter of both geography and demography. However possible it is for
telecommunication to put the photo of a dog in CA on my computer screen in NJ, or a
dog in FL on Dana’s screen in CA, the issue of who is on site to identify, to help, to
foster, to follow up is not always solved without the generous cooperation of both
Norwich and Norfolk owners who have risen to the occasion and helped. Today’s
emails have alerted me to a dog in ID and another in CA. I will go home from work to
make some calls, confident that I have the support of more folks than I might have had
if only Norfolk people could help rescue possible Norfolks in trouble.
I know we are two separate breeds with two separate clubs, but, as e.e.cummings said
about marriage, “one’s not half of two/ Its two are halves of one.” He might well have
been talking about the rescue of Norfolk and Norwich Terriers. As this Annual
celebrates the first year of a new club, it also should celebrate the historical cooperation
that makes Rescue a success for both breeds.
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Legislation

From the Legislative Front
By Jeff Partington

This is my first report on the legislative dog front for our membership. I have been a member and Board
member of the Colorado Federation of Dog Clubs for the last three years. Others, who started the
Colorado Federation of Dog Clubs, have been working hard since the 1990's to get us where we are
today. We have a fellow dog-person, who is also an attorney and lobbyist, who has been our lobbyist
for the past several years. Before that, we were lucky to have a dedicated dog-person, Linda Hart, who
made it her mission to go down to the capitol on a regular basis and to show up when questionable bills
were in committee. I have a ways to go to be as knowledgeable and well-spoken as she.
Currently, we have 49 clubs as members and we are always reaching out for more. No club is too small
to be included. We have lowered or waived some dues so as to be sure to include as many clubs and
their members in what we do. While we need the dues to pay the lobbyist, it is really the "clout" of listing
all of the clubs (i.e. people), that we, as a Federation, represent, that carries weight with the legislators.
Presently, I am President of the Federation, as our long-time, esteemed President, Klaus Anslem, has
moved to Virginia. As Vice President I will fill out his term, at which time I will be taking over the job of
Treasurer. Each member Club appoints a delegate to the Federation, who is to act as a liaison between
the Federation and their club. With all of the dog-people who are members of their local and national
clubs as involved in their clubs in other ways, it is not surprising that we have very few delegates
attending our meetings. We do have a website, but have to be careful to not put anything out that could
be used by animal rights groups.
While our mission is primarily to address laws affecting the entire state, we have found that we are often
in demand to address the battles at every level. When counties, cities and other governing bodies
decide they need restrictive laws and ordinances, we try to go in to educate and head off bad laws that
are always very hard to change once in place.
I want to impress on every one of you that you are most vulnerable to what is going on in your own city,
town, and county. Most state laws are usually less restrictive than local laws. Local laws tend to be put
into place with little, or no, notice to the residents until it is a done deal. Therefore, it is important that all
of us pay attention to the agendas of our local area. Get to know council members and their
background. Sometimes, you can request to get an email of upcoming meeting agendas. When a
controversial ordinance or law is being considered, be sure to get as many local people of like-minded
thinking to come to the meeting and present reasoned, articulate and considerate testimony. We do not
want radicals yelling or shouting.

ON THE NATIONAL FRONT (2009)
1. New Orleans City Council: A mandatory spay/neuter ordinance is under consideration which would
require all dogs to be sterilized by six months of age or force their owners to purchase a costly
breeder permit. This was to be voted on October 29th, then November 5, and the last I heard it will
be voted on November 18th.
2 Las Vegas City Council: A Mandatory Spay/Neuter Ordinance was returned to the City Council for
vote, to be heard November 18th. This ordinance requires that all dogs and cats over the age of 4
months must be spayed or neutered unless the owner qualifies for one of five exemptions: (1) holds
a valid dog fancier, cat fancier, breeder or professional animal-handler permit; (2) the dog is used by
a law enforcement agency as a law enforcement dog; (3) the dog is used by a search and rescue
agency for search and rescue activities (note that many search and rescue dogs are privately owned
and would not be exempt under the current proposal);
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(4) the dog is a service animal such as a guide animal, hearing animal, assistance animal, seizure
alert animal or social/therapy animal; (5) the dog is being used by a pound, shelter, humane society
or similar organization, whether public or private, the principal purpose of which is securing the
adoption of dogs or cats, provided that such organization has a policy and rules requiring the
spaying or neutering of all dogs and cats placed for adoption. ALL dogs or cats that have not been
spayed/neutered as required will be forfeited and may be given to the local shelter for adoption!
Fines for violation: $250 for the first offense, $500 for the second, and $1000 for the third offense
(the fine is reduced by 80% if the animal is sterilized within 30 days.)
This is not the full ordinance, which can be accessed at http:www.akc.org/news/index.
3. Johnson City Council, Jackson, TN: A new animal control ordinance, which will require all cats and
dogs to be sterilized unless the owner obtains a special permit, was to be introduced at the Johnson
City Council meeting November 3, 2009. A final draft will NOT be made available to the public, so
much of the specifics remain unclear.
VICTORIES
1.
United States District Court Judge Charles R. Simpson, III, of the Western District of Kentucky
issued his decision in the case of the Louisville Kennel club, Inc. v. Louisville/Jefferson County Metro
Government. This was a significant victory for the Louisville Kennel club and the key rulings may prove
to be of great importance for dog owners nationwide.
Judge Simpson first held that there was no rational basis why owners of unaltered dogs should be
treated differently than the owners of altered dogs. Second, the judge held that Louisville's seizure
bond requirement was an unconstitutional violation of procedural due process rules. This would have
resulted in the forfeiture of animals if they were not able to pay for the bond regardless of whether or not
they were later determined to be innocent. This followed another court's earlier decision that recognized
that dogs are personal property.
2.
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger vetoed Assembly Bill 241, which would have
prohibited any person or entity from having 50 or more intact dogs or cats. "I support measures
designed to prevent animal cruelty and that punish persons engaged in the abuse of animals. However,
this measure simply goes too far in an attempt to address the serious problem of puppy mills. An
arbitrary cap on the number of animals any entity can possess throughout the state will not end
unlawful, inhumane breeding practices. Instead, this measure has the potential to criminalize the lawful
activities of reputable breeders, pet stores, kennels and charitable organizations engaged in raising
service and assistance dogs”.
ONGOING AND DANGEROUS
CALIFORNIA: California State Senator Dean Florez, author of the spay/neuter bill that Governor
Schwarzenegger vetoed, is running for Lieutenant Governor in 2010 and is NOT a friend to pets and
their owners with his Senate Bill 250, which mandates pet sterilization, but also wants to FOREVER
CHANGE PET OWNERSHIP in California, and perhaps the United States, by adding the term
"custodian" to the Food and Agricultural Code. The far-reaching implications are that this would reduce
the legal status and value of dogs and cats and restricts the rights of owners, veterinarians and
government agencies to protect and care for animals.
HSUS (Humane Society of the United States) has named Senator Dean Florez, Legislator of the Year in
California. They also announced the formation of an HSUS-Legislative Fund to support statewide
candidates who support their issues and oppose those who do not. PETA has teamed up with HSUS to
strip away the rights of pet owners. The California legislature convenes after the first of the year. We
must all fight this.
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M eet T heB reeds, JavitsCenter, N Y
By: Barbara Miller
We began working on the design for our Meet the Breeds booth held October17th and 18th, 2009,
at the Javits Center, New York City, months before the actual event. Initially, I wanted to build the
façade of an English cottage; thatched roof and all. NTC board member, Pam Beale, suggested
we do a backdrop of Nanfan breeder, the late Joy Taylor’s cottage, as I had dozens of photos to
work with. The cottage is basically white with a tile roof and I was looking for something a bit
more English, as we think of it here in the States. Looking back in my albums, I found a thirtyyear-old photo taken of a cottage street in the Cotswolds. I sent the photo to the master himself,
Robert Lachman. He worked on enlarging the photo (which I might add was no simple task), as
we needed it blown up to ten by ten feet. (Mind you, at the same time, Robert was working on the
design of our club medallions and lapel pins). Once he was able to rid the initial photo blow up of
those nasty little dots he then contacted a woman in China to complete the project. That put me
into a tail spin as I felt we’d never see the photo again. Robert held his cool, and even though he
speaks no Chinese and she no English, within weeks the finished, hand-painted backdrop arrived
on the Lachman’s doorstep, all rolled up in a mailing tube. Bless them for hanging it up in their
living room, photographing it and emailing it to me. Wow!! “Order another one,” I said.
Henrietta Lachman took over inviting club members from the tri-state area to participate in the
event. She is a heck of an organizer and tapped top notch members for their appearance,
Norfolk in hand, both days. Thanks must go to Judith Felton, Jack Simm, Linda Federici and
Jayne Dubin for supplying their knowledge and Norfolks. Jack DeWitt was on hand taking his
fabulous photos. I asked Beth Sweigart to attend with CoCo, but she and Peter were heading to
Italy. Twelve year old CoCo arrived with assistants Leticia and Sara.
Gina DiNardo was the liaison between the breed clubs, in our case Henrietta Lachman, and the
AKC. She assured us we would receive a financial lunch allowance as well as a stipend for the
set up of our booth. I supplied the lunch both days and the Lachmans supplied the necessary
tools needed for setting up the booth; therefore, monies received from AKC were placed in the
health fund of the NTC. Friday was set-up day and it was a pleasure watching Robert at work.
He set the backdrops up as if he were working on a movie set. Henrietta fetched me at the
entrance to the Javits Center as I supplied the potted mums and antique garden table and chair
and she had the dolly. Our booth was completed in record time, much to our delight. Needless to
say, with the banner in place, and the new cloth on the table, stepping back the three of us felt it
was a job well done. They headed back to Connecticut and I left to do some New York City
shopping.
Dennis Sprung, president of the American Kennel Club, is the man responsible for this huge
undertaking. It was he who managed to convince the Cat Fanciers Association to collaborate
with AKC on this stand-alone event. It was Mr. Sprung who contacted legislatures in the tri-state
area to become Honorary Chairs of the event, many of whom attended with their families. What a
great way to ward off anti-dog legislation.
Numerous staff members of AKC were in attendance, each with a job to do. In order to
experience the enormity of this event you had to be there. There was an excitement in the air as
the Javits Center expected spectators numbering between 20,000 to 30,000. CoCo took part in
the mock dog show, Sue Ely arrived in time to participate in the AKC go to ground demonstration
and Sassie Joiris was busy in the Agility ring. Every breed club outdid themselves in setting up
their booth to represent the background of their breed. We definitely thought our booth should
win the award offered by the AKC for the Best Booth, but the Shih Tzus won for their elegant
arrangement of a black cloth backdrop and huge red fans.
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The Black Russian Terrier booth took my breath away. Breeds participated in the event
that I never heard of, so it was interesting speaking with those breeders and gaining
some knowledge. That’s what the AKC Meet the Breeds was all about, spectators talking
to breeders, experiencing the demonstrations offered by AKC, and being a part of the
energy of this incredible event.
The spectators came in droves, pushing baby strollers, children in hand; and a few kids
forging ahead to pet a dog. PETA, eat your heart out because everyone in attendance
had a wonderful time. One would hope there are plans for the AKC to continue this type
of stand-alone event in other parts of the country. The beauty of the event was that all
breeders had the time to answer, questions put to them by the spectators. Our own
booth met people from not only New York City but Long Island, Pennsylvania,
Connecticut, all parts of Westchester and Vermont. A young woman stopped at the
booth exclaiming our backdrop was her cottage or at least the one she and her mother
occupied when she was a young girl living in England. Henrietta and I were amazed, so
I told her the story of how the backdrop came to be.
It was an exhilarating experience for those of us who took part in the event and one we
hope to do again.
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...I t isactiveandcompact,
free-moving, withgood
substanceandbone.
Norfolk Terrier Official Standard

R isingStars……...
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“CHAMPION ALDWYN SIR COVENTRY”

Thank you to the Judges Mareth Kipp & Mary Jane Carberry for back to back
4 and 5 point majors to finish “Covey” at Montgomery 2009,
handled by Larry Cornelius.
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CH. ALDWYN SIR COVENTRY”

“COVEY”
Owned by
Judy Seltrecht
813-843-5145
jseltrecht@tampabay.rr.com
&
Linda Myers
941-746-8552
Aldwynorfs@aol.com

Bred by
Marty & Linda Myers
ALDWYN NORFOLKS

PICTURED AT 13 MONTHSOLD

PEDIGREE

CH Nanfan Culver
CH The Duke of Copperplate
CH Nanfan Christ mas Joy
Sire: CH Copperplate Lord Byron
CH Nanfan Coughdrop
CH Copperplat e Audrey
CH M ayfair Jitterbug
CH Nanfan Culver
CH The Duke of Copperplate
Dam: CH Llwydd Lady of t he Lake

CH Nanfan Christ mas Joy
CH M axwell’s Spring Into Action
CH Capricorn’s Sally Rand
CH Greenfield Fatal Attraction

Thank you to M arjorie & Jim M cTernan for preserving the “N anfan” line.
Thank you to H eidi & Connery Cole for sharing CH Copperplate Lord Byron
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Ch. Arroyo’s Punkin Seed

Sire: Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot

Dam: Ch. Arroyo’s Devil or Angel

Highlights of Punkin’s show career:
Gold Country KC, WB, BOS (Major), Breeder judge Mrs. Linda Vaughn,
Montgomery County KC, The Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club Specialty
WB, BOW (Major) Breeder judge Ms. Beth Sweigart,
Nor Cal Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club Specialty, Best in Sweepstakes,
Breeder judge Mrs. Sandra Stemmler,
WB (Major) judge Mrs. Lydia Coleman Hutchinson,
Northern California Terrier Association, Norfolk Terrier Club specialty,
Best in Sweepstakes, Breeder Judge Ms. Franzi Corman,
WB, BOW, BBE, BOS (Major) Judge, James G. Reynolds,
NCTA Best Bred By Exhibitor in Show, Judge Karen M. Ericson.
Punkin’s interests are fishing with her owner Ed and helping Ann with her
needlework

Ch. Arriba Chunky River,
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BIS and BISS

“CHUNK”

Owners: Robert and Kathy Tant
3905 Versailles Lane
Tuscaloosa, AL 35406
(205) 657-1618
rwtant@comcast.net

Breeders: Judi Hartell & Patsy Wade & Marsha Muse

BARNSTABLE
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Ch. Barnstable
Bold Over

SAM
Born 12/12/08

Breeder/Owner:
Sandra H. Stemmler
9715 Conway Road
St. Louis, MO
(314) 993-6559
SStemmler@aol.com
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Ben Kelev

Ben Kelev’s Poker Chip
#3 Sire 2009
Chic # 42221

His son, Am. Bda. Ch. Ben Kelev’s Place Your Bet
Chic # 52056
Carol Falk
13 Moulton Rd.
Peabody, MA 01960
Email: benkelev@aol.com

Cooled extended semen
available
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BluWater
Proudly Presents……

Est. 1989
“Roxie”

CH. Madroofs BluWater Rocky Mtn. Hi

(CH . B igwig’sF lying D utchman X CH . M adroofsB riarrose)
#2 Norfolk Bitch 2008
2008 Montgomery AOM Recipient

H andled and conditioned by SueLawrence

BluWater Norfolk Terriers
Always home raised and loved

Sue & Raymond Lawrence
Southfield, MI 248.356.8250
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GLENELG EST 1973
I t’s been a good year! Congratulations
to our newest breed champions.

Ch. Glenelg PodgeLow
Chic # 59904
Sire: Ch. Capricorn’s One Potato
Dam: Ch. Glenelg Clara’s Cottage
As well as

BRIGHTWOOD’S

Ch. Glenelg Let’s Dance (Flannery)
and
Ch. Glenelg Jonathan Bright

Deborah G. Pritchard

Glenelg Norfolk Terriers
Middleburg, Virginia
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MERCATOR
est. 1988

Remember Me?

Ch. Reidmar Mercator
8/15/1988 – 10/24/2003
(Ch. Heathjul Christmas Robin X Ch. Chidley Charm)

Owner: Dr. Andrew A. Kramer
Breeder: Nathaniel R. LaMar
His many accomplishments include:
#5 Norfolk in 1991 & 1992
Sire of six champions to date
Grandsire of 22 champions to date
Frozen semen available

MERCATOR NORFOLK & CAIRNS (AKCRegistered)
Dr. Andrew A. Kramer
Leesburg, VA
mercator@ix.netcom.com
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REGENCY NORFOLK TERRI ERS
congratulates the New Norfolk Terrier Club

Ch. Regency’s Again I say Rejoice
Presented Exclusively by Betty Bossio
Mike and Tina Dennis
McAllen, TX 78504

www.regencynorfolks.com
(956) 687-8824
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San d p i p er Nor f ol k s
Fi ve Gen er at i on s

Ch . Gi n ger an d Pi ckl es o’San d p i p er

Ch . San d p i p er ’s Wi n d Joy

Ch . San d p i p er ’s Wi n d Ch ase

Ch . San d p i p er ’s Cr i cket on t h e H eart h

San d p i p er ’s Sp i r i t of Poph am B each
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Starwood Kennel, Reg’d

Ch. Bear Hill’s Marigold
‘Rudy’, our foundation bitch for five generations of quality
Norfolks, was Winner’s Bitch at the 1992 NNTC Nationals. Our
Specialty and Westminster AOM-winning, as well as groupplacing Norfolks, have consistent good health and breed type.

Gale Young
gale@starwoodkennel.com
(413) 477-6454
PO Box 21
1163 Petersham Road
Hardwick Village, MA 01037
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Th an k you , An d i , f or al l t h at you d o…..w i t h m e.
You ar e a t r easu r e!

An d i ear n ed
h er M ast er
Ear t h d og Ti t l e
on
Augu st
2 2 , 2 0 0 9 at
1 2 year s of
age, an d sh e
i s st i l l goi ng
st r on g .

Ch An d over Pet i t e B on bon CD X M X M XJ RA M E CGC TD I

I n vi t ed 2 0 0 6 -2 0 0 9

L au r i e Rossi Sh er i ck

Sugarpine Norfolk Terriers
sh er i ck @n ccn .n et
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Our newest Champion

CH. Tenterra Angel on My Mind

“Darcy”
Born Dec. 2, 2007, Finished August 9, 2009.
Sire: Ch. Llywydd Excalibur
(by Ch. Cause for Celebration out of Ch. Capricorn's Bell Book Candle)
Dam: Ch. Arroyo's Devil in Disquise
(by Ch. Max-Well's Red Devil out of Ch. Arroyo's Diablita)

Breeder/Owner: Nan Anderson
Knoxville, Tennessee
www.tenterra.com
(865)-577-9780

Ch. Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring,95 CGC
(CH I C# 4 2 9 2 2 .)

Yan k ee
con gr at u l at es t h e Nor f ol k Ter r i er Cl u b on al l i t ’s
accom p l i sh m en t s i n ou r f i r st year .
Wisdom’s Gate Norfolk Terriers
Julie Gleeson
Walnut Creek, California
gleesonj@aol.com
Puppies occasionally
Stud service to approved Bitches

Sire: Eng. Am Ch. Kinsridge Free N’Easy
Dam: Ch. Arroyo’s Farolito Fire
In his young career Yankee is the
sire of 5 Ch’s, (Montgomery KCBOB winner)
grandsire of 3 Champions
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WoodhavenN orfolks
andWoody
CongratulatetheN T C
ontheir first A nnual P ublication.

ENG. & AM. CH. JAEVA GOLD AURIC
CHIC # 51822

Woodhaven Norfolks
M arion H ovet
mmhovet2 0 0 6 @yahoo.com
5 3 0 2 6 8 -2 7 6 8
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...Withitsnatural, weatherr-resistant coat andshort legs, it isa
“perfect demon” inthefield. T his
versatile, agreeablebreedcangoto
ground, bolt a fox andtackleor
dispatchother small vermin,
workingaloneor witha pack.
Illustrated Standard, 2009

With special thanks to Laurie-Rossi Sherick for this photo
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WorkingT erriers
By Peggy Metcalf,
Flurries Norfolk Terriers
ter-ri-er n. any of several breeds of usu. small dogs, used orig. to
pursue game and drive it out of its hole or burrow.
Webster’s Universal College Dictionary
The Norfolk Terrier has become a serious competitor at earthdog events across the
country, especially in the east. At a recent trial in Pennsylvania, there were eleven
Norfolks holding Master Earthdog titles! That says something about the willingness of
this breed to put its natural instincts to work and about the effort of the owners to give
their dogs the chance to shine. 2008 saw Norfolks earn 5 Junior Earthdog titles, 5
Senior Earthdog titles and 5 Master Earthdog titles. Those numbers are outstanding!
As of the end of October 2009, Norfolks had earned 4 JE titles, 3 SE titles and 5 ME
titles. These numbers again illustrate the interest owners have in continuing to
challenge their dogs to keep their instinct to hunt alive and well.
In the early days of the breed, the Norfolk (Norwich D.E. back then) were used to hunt
and dispatch vermin (mostly mice and rats) from local villages and farms; they were
later used on hunts to bolt various critters from their burrows. Most often, larger hunt
dogs actually dispatched the quarry as the Norfolk went “to ground” and drove the
quarry out to them. As these sturdy little dogs rose in popularity, they were brought to
the states and, eventually, many entered the world of the show ring. Until the American
Working Terrier Association developed the first artificial trials for working terriers in
1971, the instincts of the Norfolk were not exercised, and many owners were unaware
of this important part of the breed’s history. At the second AWTA trial in 1971, history
was made when Anne Winston’s CH Mt. Paul Nanfan became the first drop ear to earn
a Certificate of Gameness. The first Norfolk to earn a Working Certificate, a field
(hunting) award, was Branchwood Autumn Color owned by R.L. Galloway in 1979.
By the time the American Kennel Club had its hunt test debut in 1994, enthusiasm was
steadily building for this performance sport, and the fear of losing the instincts of this
game little breed began to carry more value with some Norfolk breeders and owners.
In 1996, Robin Ormiston’s CH Chidley Erik The Red earned the status of Junior
Earthdog, the first Norfolk to earn an AKC Earthdog title and in 1998, CH Tylwyth’s
Sinful Night, owned by Robert and Henrietta Lachman, became the first Norfolk to earn
the Master Earthdog title. These dogs and their owners opened the door to a whole
new world of meaningful competition...a competition where Norfolks had to use brains
and innate talents that had gone too long buried in obscurity.
Thanks to the enthusiasm of the die-hard Norfolk competitors, canine and human alike,
the Norfolk Terrier has indeed become a tried and true earthdog. With the number of
entries on the rise, the Norfolk will retain their old hunting instincts and will, hopefully,
with careful breeding practices, keep the old hunting lines strong in the generations to
follow. Remember from whence they came.
***Please take note that, although these dogs get “down and dirty”, the vast majority
have also earned the status of breed Champion. How best to honor this breed of little
“demons” when form follows function.
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NORFOLKS GET THE J OB DON E. . .
FROM CHAMPI ON TO MASTER EARTHDOG AND BEYOND

The Nor f olks above def ine t he best of bot h br eed r ing and f ield
per f or mance Nor f olks.
Ten ar e br eed Champions and ALL ar e Mast er Ear t hdogs!

GO- TO- GROUN D. . . WHAT NORFOLKS
I NSTI NCTI VELY DO BEST

Pr oudly submit t ed by: Sue Ely, Bet h Kr avit z, Kat e MacMillan, Peggy
Met calf , Laur ie Rossi- Sher ick and Mar ian Shaw.
For f ur t her inf or mat ion, please cont act Peggy Met calf at
nflurries@gmail.com
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2008 EarthdogA wards
The Norfolk Terrier Club presented awards at the first annual club dinner in October, 2009, in
Pennsylvania. The awards were for conformation and performance competitions for our club members.
Robert Lachman was able to acquire new medallions and lapel pins made to reflect our new club. The
medallions and lapel pins were given to those club members competing in Conformation (52), Agility (9),
Obedience (2), Rally (4), Earthdog (14) and Tracking (1). I want to send my congratulations to all those
recipients and hope there will be more given out next year.
Respectfully submitted,
Betsey Bliss

Pinchbeck Trophy (for Master Earthdog)
CH Avalon’s Captive Charisma NA OAJME—Lori Pelletier
CH Black Magic’s Sail Away AXP AJP ME—Marian A Shaw & Douglas SDobbin
CH Flurries Mackinac Point ME – Peggy Metcalf & Christine Holmes
CH Landmark Whistling Dixie CD RN ME—Arista Newton-Moore & Lorece Newton-Moore
Zebedee Echoes Of Mercy RN ME—Gordon CNewton & Lorece Newton-Moore

Senior Earthdog:
CH Spring Cove’s Flying Genoa OA OAJSE—Marian A Shaw & Douglas SDobbin
CH Flurries Mackinac Point SE—Peggy Metcalf & Christine Holmes
CH Domby’s Jacob Marley SE—Janet Latterner & Leonard Latterner
CH Black Magic’s Sail Away AXP AJP SE—Marian A Shaw & Douglas SDobbin
CH Avalon’s Captive Charisma NA OAJSE—Lori Pelletier

Junior Earthdog:
CH Piper’s Pennyfeather JE—Marian Shaw & Laura Wood & Maggie Morton
CH M-N-M’s One-N-Only At Highlands JE—Jeff Partington & Karen Kotke-Partington
CH Flurries Mackinac Point JE—Peggy Metcalf & Christine Holmes
CH Flurries Ivy Cottage Light JE—Peggy LMetcalf

AWTA Working Certificate:
CH Rugby’s Picnic at Pinchbeck JE W—Sue Ely
CH Holly Beach Mack the Knife CG ME WC— Sue Ely

Versatility Award:
CH Pinchbeck Ozymandias CD RN AX AXJOF—Linda SBrennan
AM/ CN CH Domby’s Jacob Marley ME—Joe & Janet Latterner
CH Boxcar’s Murphy Pa Macallam ME—Jeff Partington & Karen Kotke-Partington
Flatford Loving Grace CD RE NA NJP—Peggy Chittick
CH Dove Hill Bizy Backson Browne CD— Susan Ely

Versatility Excellent Award:
CH Landmark Whistling Dixie CD RN ME—Arista Newton-Moore & Lorece Newton-Moore
CH Black Magics Sail Away AXP AJP ME—Marian Shaw & Douglas Dobbin
CH Pinchbeck Heads Up Harry CD TD ME—Susan Ely

2008 P erformanceA wards
River Bend Trophy (Obedience)
CH Pinchbeck Ozymandias CD RN AX AXJOF—Linda SBrennan

Kedron Trophy (Tracking)
CH Pinchbeck Heads-Up-Harry CD TD ME -- Mrs. Susan M Ely

Oliver Twist Award (Agility)
CH Andover Petite Bonbon CDX RA MX MXJSE –Laurie Rossi Sherick

OBEDIENCE :
Companion Dog:
CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RN – Peggy L Metcalf
CH Pinchbeck Ozymandias CD RN AX AXJOF—Linda SBrennan

AGILITY:
Master Excellent Jumper:
CH Andover Petite Bonbon CDX RA AX MXJSE—Laurie Rossi-Sherick
Master Agility Excellent:
Capricorns Whatvr Lola Wants MX AXJ–Nona Albarano & Catherine LCargo
CH Andover Petite Bonbon CDX RA MX MXJSE –Laurie Rossi Sherick
Agility Excellent:
Flurries Bayside Beacon AX OAJME – Peggy L Metcalf
Agility FAST Novice
CH MACH Flashback Postmark RN JE NF –Francoise Joiris &Celine Joiris
Novice Agility:
CH Sugarpine Just Like Barney NA ---Laurie Rossi Sherick
Novice Agility Jumper:
CH Sugarpine Just Like Barney NA NAJ–Laurie Rossi Sherick
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred:
CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RN NJP—Peggy L Metcalf
Open Agility Jumper:
Windfiddler’s Bewitched NA OAJNAP NJP –Nona Albarano

RALLY;
Rally Excellent:
Flatford Loving Grace CD RE NA NAP NJP – Peggy Chittick
Rally Advanced:
CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RA NJP—Peggy LMetcalf
Flatford Loving Grace CD RA NA NAP NJP—Peggy Chittick
CH Flurries Turn Point Light RN –Peggy L Metcalf

TRACKING:
CH Pinchbeck Heads-Up-Harry CD TD ME—Mrs. Susan M Ely
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OBEDIENCE: PAST AND PRESENT
By Mary Fine

Once upon a time, back in the mid-‘70’s, there was a woman who showed her Corgis in
obedience trials. She had been thinking of adding a second breed, but so far, as
Goldilocks famously said, nothing seemed “just right”. One day in July, she went to the
Farmington Kennel Club show and, stopping to watch the Utility ring, saw a very small
brown dog racing over the jumps with a “bow-wow” each time she leaped. That dog
was Wendover Talent, soon to become the third Norfolk (then drop-eared Norwich)
Utility Dog. Her owner was the late Nancy Parker of Rye, New York, who subsequently
finished two more U.D. Norfolks, her first having been Triscuit’s Tuffet in 1968. Talley
was my inspiration because, indeed, this seemed “just right”.
Eventually, after much searching and with the help of the late Anne Winston, then Club
president, I acquired New Garden Eadith (Kelly), who became the breed’s first Ch./U.D.
and the first to hold a Canadian U.D. title. At that same time, the late Anne (Pam) Riker
was very active training and showing “prick-eared Norwich” in both obedience and
tracking. Pam only took one dog (Samantha) to the U.D. title, preferring to concentrate
on tracking.
Back in those days, few Norfolk fanciers realized that an obedience dog could be
campaigned for positions in national rankings similar to those for breed dogs. Many of
the training methods of those early days were not suited to our breed, which probably
discouraged some people from trying obedience. Some of us, however, paid little
attention to how we were “supposed” to train and so had more success. Norfolks, in
my opinion, need to be shown that obedience is fun. In the interests of full disclosure, I
must mention that I personally have neither the patience nor the inclination to try for the
elusive perfect 200 score. But, as I have told people so very often over the years, there
are other goals, many more today than ever before. This means more opportunities to
take our Norfolks out and compete. For those who strive for high scores, there is the
Obedience Trial Championship (OTCH), to date held by one Norwich, but no Norfolks.
For the dogs who may not score high, but will perform anywhere and under any
conditions, there is the “consistency title”, the Utility Dog Excellent (UDX). The first,
and so far only, Norfolk to finish this title was my Tylwyth Just Felicity UDX2, Can. UD.
Subsequently, three Norwich, but no other Norfolks, have achieved this title. There are
even newer titles – Obedience Master, for instance, about which I confess I know very
little. No Norfolk has as yet aspired to these heights.
Amazingly, after all these years, there have still been only twelve U.D. Norfolks, owned
and trained by five individuals. And here I am still haranguing everyone: take your
Norfolks out in obedience! Don’t be afraid to compete with the Goldens and the Border
Collies but instead set your own goals and HAVE FUN!!
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NORAGI LI TY

Just a few of the Noragility Norfolk Terriers enjoying themselves at the
Montgomery week All-Terrier Agility Trial
Left to right: Windfiddler's Bewitched OA AXJ, Capricorn's Whatvr Lola Wants, MX
MXJ, March Wind's Jenny Wren CD AX AXJAXP AJP, March Wind's Cobbler CDX OA AXJ
AXP AJP SE, Spring Cove Voyager NA OF, Rugby's Wimbledon Miss B Bingley NA OAJNJP
NFP, Windfiddler's Witchcraft AX AXJ, Braeland's Holiday Star NAJNAJP

Interested in learning about agility?
Join us at
http:/ / pets.groups.yahoo.com/group/ noragility/ or email Sassie at
joiris@ix.netcom.com
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CanineWeight P ulling
By Peggy Metcalf
Flurries Norfolk Terriers
Any dog, pur ebr ed or mixed; any
size, f r om Yor kshir e Ter r ier t o
Gr eat Dane, can have f un weight
pulling. All one needs is a dog who
likes t o wor k, a well-f it t ing
har ness, and some r eal t ast y
t r eat s. Why weight pulling f or
Nor f olk Ter r ier s? Why not ?
Ter r ier s like t o have a j ob. They
enj oy wor king and wor k keeps t hem
out of t r ouble!

Ther e ar e t hr ee t ypes of pulls: snow, r ails
and wheels. Each has it s own r ules and
r egulat ions, but t he idea is t he same: pull
t he specif ic dist ance in t he allot t ed t ime.
Dogs ar e ent er ed in classes based upon
t heir weight . Scor es ar e based on t he
per cent age of weight pulled t o t he dog’s
body weight . Checkout t he I W PA websit e
at www.iwpa.net , or t he UKC at
www.ukcdogs.com f or mor e inf or mat ion.

A weight pull is quit e an eye-opening event .
I suggest
The hist or y of
ever yone
our br eed in
should t r y t o
weight pulling
at t end a pull
is br ief . I n
j ust f or t he
2003, Ar ist a
f un of it . I t
and Lor ece
is anot her
Newt onwor ld in one
Moor e (NTC
way, but t he
member s f r om
love of dogs is
W A) gave
t he same.
t heir Nor f olk
The
Ter r ier a
Beacon making her final pull of 1 9 0 pounds compet it or s
chance t o t r y
on wheels.
ar e t he most
weight pulling,
helpf ul lot you’ll ever f ind and t hey give
and CH Landmar k W hist ling Dixie
t r emendous suppor t t o ever yone, no mat t er
(Newt on) became t he f ir st Nor f olk
what t he br eed of dog. The j udges adher e
t o ear n a weight pulling t it le
t o st r ict r ules r egar ding t he t r eat ment of
awar ded t hr ough t he Unit ed Kennel
t he pulling dogs and saf et y is a pr ime
Club. Newt on ear ned his t it le by
concer n.
pulling 630 pounds on r ails. This
accomplishment encour aged me t o
I f your Nor f olk likes t o pull you down t he
give it a t r y, and in Mar ch of 2009,
r oad at t he end of t he leash, you may have a
Flur r ies Bayside Beacon ear ned her
good pr ospect f or weight pulling! I
I nt er nat ional W eight Pull
encour age ever yone t o t r y t his excit ing
Associat ion W or king Dog t it le wit h
spor t wit h your Nor f olks.
f our successf ul pulls on wheels.
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H eight at thewithersis9 to10
inchesat maturity. B itchestend
tobesmaller thandogs. Length
of back frompoint of withersto
baseof tail shouldbeslightly
longer thanheight at thewithers.
Illustrated Standard, 2009
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ShowR esults
MONTGOMERY COUNTY KENNEL CLUB—2008
By: Beth Sweigart
First, I would like to thank the members and directors of the NNTC for inviting me to
judge at the last Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club Specialty. While our two breeds will
forever be joined emotionally, I have always felt that each deserves to have its own
club with all the rights and privileges that entails. Now each breed will stand on its own.
Judging the breed most dear to my heart made anticipation nerve-wracking. It was a
welcome surprise to judge so many Norfolks with so few bad mouths, long a problem in
our breed. Soundness, also a concern over the years, seems to be improving. Our
little dogs are becoming real show dogs with very few requiring their handlers to kneel
and ‘top & tail’ them. Quite a change from the 70’s when quite a few Norfolk were
known to crawl around the ring! So my overall impression is that our breed is headed
in the right direction.
6-9 puppy Dogs: First to Jack Simm’s puppy, Flatford Head Up, bred & co-owned by R.
Powell. This is a well-made, substantial dog, a bit short of coat, but with a lovely head
and eye. He is a hard-coated, dark black and tan. He moved well with a level topline.
Second to H. Cole, D. Hall and K. Slum with BigWig Mack the Knife, a showy red pup
who carried himself well. He was not quite as good in head and eye as my number one
pick.
Bred-By Dogs: Two very nice dogs were presented who both showed well. Fist and
Winner’s Dog to D. Pritchard’s Glenelg Podge Low, a very typey red dog shown in full
coat. He had pleasing head and eye, good neck into shoulders, carrying a hard topline
and good tail set. He carried himself well. Second to B. Bliss’s Shear Bliss What’s on
Tap, not quite as well made as my number one pick in neck and shoulder, and not quite
as confident.
Open Dogs: first and Reserve Winner’s Dog to Chantilly Cawdor of Argyle, owned by
D. Pritchard and the Mathews. This is a nice red dog with a pleasing head. He could
be better through the neck and shoulder. Second went to E. Wright’s Kilwinning Andy
Hardy, a workman-like dog with a great hard coat. His expression was harder than I
would like.
6-9 Puppy Bitch: First, Winner’s Bitch and Best of Winner’s to Ann Dum’s Arroyo’s
Punkin Seed. I fell for her on her first step. A lovely young bitch with good head and
expression, correct ear placement, nice compact body with strong quarters and a good
tail set. She carried herself with great confidence and owned the ring. Second to Miller
and Kipp’s Maxwell’s Amber, another lovely youngster showing more length of back
than I like and not as pleasing in head and expression. Third went to L. Federici’s
rugby’s Mack’s Not Just a Lark. She was not quite so well made as the first and
second placers but none-the-less a promising pup.
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9-12 Puppy Bitch: First to Miller & Kipp’s Maxwell’s Lucy Brown. She is a typey red
bitch who showed well and has a good coat. I would like a better muzzle to back-stop
proportions. Second went to Miller’s Maxwell’s Peppermint Patty, not quite as wellproportioned as her sister.
12-18 Months Puppy Bitch: First went to Lori Pelletier’s and Joan Eckert’s Abbedale’s
Joint Venture with Avalon. She has a good head and expression, good legs and feet
and carried herself well on the go-around. Second was Palmer and Gabrielli’s Domby
Maylie Rose. She had a good expression and carried herself well. She was a little
stuffy through her neck and shoulder. Third went to Gabrielli and Laterner’s Domby
Susan Nipper II at Tull. She is a compact bitch with good expression, though her coat
was a bit blown.
Bred-By Bitch: First to Miller, Kipp and Leone’s Maxwell’s Almond Joy. She is a nicelymade bitch with good coat and color. She moved well on the go-around. Second went
to the Dinger’s Kashmir’s Tempest Triumphs. She was not as good on the go-around
as my first choice and could have a stronger topline, but overall, a quality bitch.
Open Bitch: First and Reserve Winner’s Bitch to Linda Dowdle’s Dralion’s Spirit of the
Dance. She is a nicely made, compact bitch with good coat and color. She has nice
angulation. I would like a better tail set.
Veterans: what a lovely class of happy ladies. First to Carol Falk’s Ben Kelev’s
Chance of Rain. Though short of coat, this bitch was in fantastic physical condition.
Her condition and her joy at being in the ring carried the day for her.
My class of specials entered and I was delighted to see so many well-presented
Norfolks who were so clearly happy to be in the ring. Amy final choice was the Dum’s
Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot. He is a lovely, compact dog with correct head and expression,
a good neck and shoulders, a level topline and good quarters and tail set. Best
Opposite Sex went to a bitch I have always liked, Miller & Kipp’s Maxwell’s Jade. She
is a very typey bitch. The length of back I feel is correct. She has a great expression
though I could have a little stronger muzzle. On this day she did not move as well as in
the past.
Again, thanks to the NNTC for inviting me to this last joint venture. I hope that the
camaraderie of our two breeds will continue well into the future. With all of the lovely
dogs that came out for this weekend I think it is a shame that more Norfolks are not
exhibited through the year so more people can come to know and appreciate our
wonderful little breed.
Thanks again!
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AKC/ EUKANUBA 2008
By: Barbara Miller
The AKC/Eukanuba National Championship dog show just celebrated its eighth year. This
year the show topped 2,500 purebred dogs from 158 breeds. This show is held in
conjunction with the AKC Agility Invitational and the National Obedience Invitational making
for a well rounded event. This is the second year the event has offered the Eukanuba
World Challenge, having invited 52 countries to show off their invitation-only top canines.
The Bred-By-Exhibitor competition is a fixture enjoyed by all as the winners from each
breed compete in their respective group. Prize money galore is offered for almost every
win totaling $225,000. I can attest to the fact that the Breeder of the Year award is one that
is treasured. Each Group is represented by one breeder, and from those individuals one
person will be selected to be the Breeder of the Year. Proudly, I represented the Terrier
Group as the first recipient of this award in 2002. Again in 2007, I was selected to
represent the Terrier Group, and much to my amazement, went on to take the top spot as
Breeder of the Year. The only thing I can say is, “Hurray for Norfolks.” One of the
outstanding events for the two day show is the area set aside for Meet the Breeds. This is
a way for the public to see what each breed is about. These past two years Pam and Jeff
Seifert have done a bang-up job, incorporating both breeds in one booth. She has a knack
for getting people to help at the booth with trimming, talking about the breed, and so much
more. Could it be those chocolate chip cookies that husband Jeff bakes actually pull in the
worker-bees, or is it Pam’s charm? Whatever it is, the booth has been great.
This year’s show, held December 13th and 14th, 2008, at the Long Beach Convention
Center proved to be better than ever. The entry at this show is by invitation to champions.
Ms Linda More had an entry of eleven, with two absent. Ch. Max-Well’s Viper, sired by Ch.
Max-Well’s Cyclone, out of the bitch Ch. Max-Well’s Venus, was selected Best of Opposite
and Best Bred-By. Susan Kipp and Barbara Miller are the owners/ breeders and Susan
handled Viper to this win. Young Devon Kipp went in the ring for the win, and win she did
with Ch. Max-Well’s Jade. A big smile crossed her face as she accepted the Best of Breed
win. Jade is sired by Ch. Max-Well’s Comet and her dam is Ch. Max-Well’s Real Gem.
The Montgomery breed winner, Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot, was awarded an Award of
Excellence by Ms. More on this day. He is owned by the Dums, Randy and Michelle
Welcher, and bred by Ed and Ann Dum. Ch. Max-Well’s Candy Cane also took home an
Award of Excellence. She’s owned by Kathy Kopack and Barbara Miller and bred by Miller
and Susan Kipp. Competing in the Best Bred-By-Exhibitor Terrier Group, Susan Kipp and
Viper went on to take the top spot under Argentinean judge, Enrique Filippini. Saturday
night was a thrill for sixteen-year-old Dylan Kipp, as she went Best Junior handler with her
Doberman. Dylan is a junior NTC club member who often can be seen, along with her
sister, Devon, exhibiting the Norfolk. As we are a new club, we must encourage the juniors
because they are the future.
It should be noted a number of NTC board members met twice while in Long Beach to
review, make suggestions, add and delete items to our new Constitution and By Laws.
The NTC owes a big thank you to club member Dr. Gerald Mager for his enormous help on
this huge project. Gerry is a retired Dean at Amherst College whose area of expertise is
the Constitution. On to next year!
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY KENNEL CLUB—2009
By: Barbara Miller
There are certain months of the year we know exactly what is going to
happen: our birthday, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year’s Eve and, most
importantly, the first weekend in October referred to as Montgomery.
Montgomery County Kennel Club sets the tone for the preceding shows,
Hatboro and Devon. Driving from Long Island to Pennsylvania with fellow
Norfolk owner, Kathy Kopack, I wondered, “Where have all the colors
gone?” We haven’t seen a color change of leaves in years; every tree still
held its green foliage. Certainly those of us wise enough to try and second
guess the weather prepared for it all. Each day the weather cooperated
with Montgomery itself being superb.
The Holiday Inn, located in Ft. Washington, was the Norfolk Terrier Club’s host hotel as it had been
for years prior under the banner of the Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club. This year was an entirely
new experience for us as we stood alone, finally, as the Norfolk Terrier Club. The Norwich and
Norfolk Terrier Club ceased to exist as of December 31, 2008. We now each stand on our own,
creating new policy for each of our clubs. The Norfolk Terrier Club board met late Wednesday
afternoon with discussions pertaining only to new business as anything “old” was handled and
settled between becoming a new club January 1, 2009, and September 30, 2009, the day of our
meeting. To facilitate moving along, we had dinner while we chatted about club matters. It must be
mentioned that, as president, I can attest to the fact that this board was incredible to work with.
Every member pitched in offering thoughts and ideas that we were able to incorporate into policy.
Thursday saw us up bright and early as Norfolk judging began in Mareth Kipp’s ring promptly at
8:30 a.m. Mrs.Kipp, the mother-in-law of Susan, excluded all Max-Well bred and owned Norfolk
from exhibition on the day. The entry totaled thirty-seven with five absentees. Mrs. Kipp awarded
the five-point-major for Winners Dog and ultimately the Best of Winners ribbon to Aldwywn Sir
Coventry, bred by Linda Meyers and co-owned with Judith Seltrecht. Larry Cornelius was the
handler at the end of the lead and he did a wonderful job of steering this young dog into these
winning spots. “Coventry” is sired by Ch. Copperplate Lord Byron, who in turn was sired by
“Duke” (Ch. The Duke of Copperplate), the Best in Show winner at Montgomery a number of years
ago. “Duke” was owned by Michael LaBrie and Marjorie and Jim McTernan. The McTernans bred
“Coventry’s” dam, Ch. Llywyde Lady of the Lake. Lori Pelletier bred and handled the Reserve
Winner’s Dog, Avalon’s It Only Takes One, sired by Ch. Ben Kelev’s Poker Chip out of Ch. Avalon’s
Sand Rat. Maria Manse is the co-owner. In bitches the Reserve went to Abbedale’s Into The
Mystic, piloted by Lori Pelletier and owned by Karen and Edward McCullough and Joan Eckert.
Eckert and H. Thompson bred the bitch who is sired by Ch. Domby’s Rinaldo at Abbedale and the
dam is Abbedale’s Diamond Image. It was an Abbedale day in bitches as handler Tony (sorry but I
don’t know his last name) led Abbedale’s Miss Elsie to the Winners Bitch slot for a four-point-major.
She is all Abbedale bred as her sire is Ch. Abbedale’s Ben The Brit O’Domby out of Ch. Abbedale’s
Onyx. Joan Eckert is the breeder and co-owns the bitch with Dr. Stephen and Elaine Ginsberg.
Tony Gabrielli and the late Wayne Palmer bred Ch. Domby’s Susan Nipper 11 At Tull, JE; sired by
Ch. Final Lea Big Ticket Item out of the bitch Ch. Domby’s Dorothy Dibble. Gabrielli and Janet
Latterner own this two year old bitch who went Best of Opposite. Ch. Venerie’s Regatta Dr. Who,
sired by Ch. Yarrow’s Venerie Vocalist out of the dam Ch. Yarrow’s Venerie Volcano, was Mrs.
Kipp’s choice for the Best of Breed ribbon. Dr. Who’s owners are Pam Beale, Pam Duzik and
Roxanne Sutton who are also listed as the breeders. Roxanne, Dr. Who’s usual handler, was once
again at the end of the lead. No Awards of Merit were given.
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Thursday, early evening, the first annual Norfolk Terrier Club’s membership meeting took place at
the host hotel. Everyone in attendance was given a button adorned with the club logo. Janet
Latterner is to be commended for the fabulous ‘store’ of Norfolk items she assembled for
purchase. Janet, who really needed help with this assemblage, engaged two talented women,
Nancy Wise and Kelly Sternberg . Nancy’s husband, Larry Hottot, it might be noted, is our club’s
webmaster. Larry holds a high staff position with the U.S. Pentagon and is now serving in Iraq.
The items at the ‘store’ were quite impressive: white on white embossed note cards with a Norfolk
motif, lamp shades, cutting boards, various note cards, wooden cut-outs, etc., all there for the
pickings at prices that didn’t knock us out of our socks. We must remember to thank the members
who helped Janet every inch of the way.
The meeting itself went well with an announcement of our first club ANNUAL and a request for
member adverts. It was also mentioned we are returning, but as the Norfolk Terrier Club, to
Rhode Island the first weekend in June. Health Chair, Carol Falk, announced a study that would
be taking place under the auspices of Canine Health Foundation with reference to heart testing of
our breed. As president, I presented each board member with a framed, newly-minted club
medallion, name and position within the board inscribed, as a token of my appreciation to be
fortunate enough to have this incredible board to work with. The Kathleen Eimil Lecture Series
kicked off with noted Skye Terrier breeder Kirsi Saino, professor at the Institute of Biomedicine,
University of Helsinki, as our guest speaker. The feedback on her lecture from those assembled
was “wonderful and informative.”
Mary Jane Carberry, in years back a terrier handler, followed by a stint at MBF and now an AKC
judge, officiated at the second Hatboro on Friday. The Hatboro show is held at the Middletown
Grange Fair Grounds in Wrightstown. Norfolk and our cousins the Norwich are fortunate to have
had the same ring assignments for years, inside one of the ‘barn’ buildings. Forty-nine Norfolk
were entered with six absent. Correy Krickeberg handled Bigwig’s Most Happy Fella for breeders/
owners Deane Hall, Ken Slump and Bradford Bates to Reserve Winner’s Dog. This handsome
fellow is sired by Ch. Copperplate Lord Byron out of the bitch Ch. Bigwig’s Nutmeg. As a repeat of
the day prior, Ms Carberry selected the Larry Cornelius handled dog, Aldwywn Sir Coventry, the
Winners Dog and Best of Winners ribbons for a four-point-major. It should be noted both the
Winner and Reserve dogs are sired by Lord Byron. In bitches, the Reserve was awarded to the
eight-month-old, Chantilly Lady Liza, handled by Fritz Rumpf, one of the breeders/owners and coowned with Jim and Sue Lawrence. The English import Ch. Bricken Country Pursuit sired this
young bitch and her dam is Chantilly’s Amanda. Judi Hartell was at the end of the lead of
breeders/owners Debbie Pritchard’s and Nancy Wise’s bitch, Glenelg Tiger Tiger Burning Bright
for the five-point-major and the Winners Bitch ribbon. Ch. Kinsridge Free N’ Easy, the English
import, sired the bitch and the dam is Glenelg Katie Did It. Ch. Max-Well’s Violet, sired by another
British import from the Kinsridge kennel, Ch. K. Cruise Control out of the dam Ch. Max-Well’s
Venus, bred/owned by Barbara Miller and Susie Kipp went Best of Opposite. The dam, Venus,
was Best of Breed at Montgomery three years in-a-row. She retired from the ring with twenty-two
Best in Shows. As the day prior, Ch. Venerie’s Regatta Dr. Who went Best of Breed, as always
handled by Roxanne Sutton. The Awards of Merit happened so quickly that I hope I have it correct:
Ch. Max-Well’s Rainbow and Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot.
Friday night saw seventy-seven Norfolk Terrier Club members congregate at the well-known Blue
Bell Inn for a superlative dinner. Henrietta Lachman, as the club’s Hospitality chair, and her team
are to be congratulated for amazing dinner arrangements. She enlisted the talent of Gloria
Hannock who graciously donated the table center pieces. Marion Hovet took charge of the silent
auction, which attracted many of us to bid on some fabulous Norfolk items. The club raffle, a 32
inch television, was won by a non member but none-the-less took in a lot of money for our young
club. Henrietta placed in front of each table setting a beautifully arranged goody bag, green with
the club logo and filled with Norfolk paraphernalia. Even our name tags were specially made by
Henrietta.
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Speaking of our club logo, it must be noted that Heidi Martin drew the Norfolk illustrations for
our Illustrated Standard. As a club, we’ve utilized those drawings at every turn in the road. We
thank Heidi for her conscientious and unwavering attention in helping to see that our Illustrated
Standard was completed. This being our first Awards night, it was a pleasure seeing the
Performance Chair, Sassie Joiris, hand out the newly designed lapel pin to each of the
recipients. Club medallions for those earning their championship were placed in little velvet
bags, placed in another bag, and given to the winners at the dinner. Andrew Kramer
calculates the winners and Betsy Bliss sees to it the medallions are received. All winners’
names will be printed in our club’s ANNUAL. Robert Lachman cannot be left out of the
equation as he had the task of finding the manufacturer to produce our new medallions and
lapel pins. It was a tedious job but Robert stuck with it and the club owes him a round of
applause.
Six Awards, most unexpected, were awarded to members who went overboard in helping to
bring the club to the level it has achieved in such a short period of time. It was announced at
the dinner that our editor of the on-line Norfolk Notes and a recipient of a club award, Julie
Gleeson, has had her name submitted by the board to the Dog Writers Association for an
award. The Lachmans, Lorrie Kinney, our printer and “designer” of layouts, Sue Lawrence,
our Trophy Chair, Gerald Mager, who worked on revamping our Constitution and By Laws and
Larry Hottot, who received the AKC medallion from our new club were all outstanding in their
efforts seeing to it that all phases of this club were completed on schedule. It was a wonderful
party and to all who helped to make it a success, we all thank you.
Saturday we all headed to Ludwig’s Corner and the Devon Dog Show. Mr. Edd Biven had an
entry of forty-three with ten absent. Corey Krickeberg, as the day before, piloted Bigwig’s Most
Happy Fella, to the Reserve Winners Dog slot. Breeders/owners Michael Walsh, Carole
Walsh, Toni Harrold and Fritz Rumpf were thrilled to accept the Winners Dog ribbon and a four
point major for their Bred-By-Exhibitor entry, Rightly So Wallee World. He’s sired by Rightly So
Weather Vane, out of the bitch, Ch. Me O M Tightly So Hot Flash. While still a teenager,
Derek Glas went to work for the Kipps, whereby he fell in love with Norfolk terriers. He has yet
to miss a Montgomery weekend, even though he’s in photography school in California.
Barbara Miller and Susan Kipp bred Max-Well’s Valley Girl, and own this one-year-old, along
with Derek Glas. Derek couldn’t have been more excited than when Mr. Biven awarded Valley
Girl the Winner’s Bitch/Best of Winners ribbons for a four-point-major. She’s sired by Ch. MaxWell’s Viper, the top dog in the breed, a multi-Best in Show winner, a terrier group placing
Norfolk at Westminster and, among his various accomplishments, a producer of champions.
Valley’s dam is Ch. Max-Well’s Solar Flair. The Reserve Winner’s Bitch ribbon was awarded
to breeders/owners Linda and Peter Dowdle’s Dralion’s Lucy in the Sky; sired by Abbedale’s
Leopold, out of the bitch Dralion Dynamic Dreamer. The Best of Opposite ribbon went to Ch.
Venerie’s Regatta Dr. Who, the breed winner for the previous past two days. Mr. Biven
handed the Best of Breed ribbon to Jorge Olivera, handler of the thirteen month old bitch Ch.
Max-Well’s Rainbow. Rainbow is sired by Ch. Max-Well’s Mr. Cruise out of the dam Ch. MaxWell’s Raindance and was bred and owned by Barbara Miller and Susie Kipp. In August of this
year, the breeders decided to gift Kathy Kopack with a co-ownership of Rainbow; a gift with
which she surely must be pleased.
Sunday was the day itself…Montgomery County Kennel Club held at the Montgomery County
Community College in Blue Bell, PA. If a day could be hand-picked, then this was it. The
weather was perfect for man and terrier. The hospitality tents for both the Norfolk Terrier Club
and the Norwich Terrier Club of America were set side-by-side through the efforts of Jean
Kessler (NTCA) and Robert and Henrietta Lachman (NTC).
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Each club’s tables were dressed with new cloths displaying an assortment of goodies
both bought and baked. Our new banner hung proudly above the table, announcing our
club. The hospitality tents were set up near the Overseas tent, where our own Marjorie
McTernan, Norfolk delegate to the AKC, set up house. In due time she was joined by
another Norfolk club member, Gaynor Green. Both ladies are long time members of
Montgomery. Foreign visitors anxious to see the new Norfolk Terrier Club at work
included Helene Gisin from Switzerland and one time board member of the NNTC,
Dorothy Dorkins and her daughter Gina from England and Liz Hindley from Australia.
The Norfolk Terrier Club ring was decorated with style and grace: each of the far corners
housed colorful mums, wreaths depicting our breed hung from the fencing of the holding
ring and, of course, our new club tablecloths graced the trophy tables beautifully.
New trophies were added to the list such as the Norfolk Terrier Bowl for Best of Opposite
Sex, offered in memory of “Storm”, and the Max-Well Bowl for Best of Winners, offered
by Barbara Miller and Susan Kipp. Both of these joined the Best Bred-By-Exhibitor
trophy, now in its third year of contention, offered by Barbara Miller and Marjorie and Jim
McTernan in memory of M. Joy Taylor. Sue Lawrence, the club’s trophy chair, did a
fantastic job of selecting beautiful items for our Specialty. We cannot thank Grace Scott
enough as it is she who houses the trophies and helped the Lachmans to set up the ring.
It will be up to Grace to see that the club trophies get properly engraved. Thanks must
certainly go to Carol Walsh for utilizing Heidi Martin’s illustrations of our Norfolk in
producing beautiful new tablecloths. There certainly was excitement in the air as
exhibitors and spectators set their chairs up around the ring. The sun was high in the sky
shinning down on us as we proudly began the Norfolk Terrier Club’s first National
Specialty.
Our stewards are now fixtures in the Norfolk ring, having had the assignment for many
years and, hopefully, many more to come: Susan Sprung whose eye for a good Norfolk
never ceases to amaze me, and John Mandeville ,who has been in the breed for over
thirty years. Both are well-known in the fancy and we are fortunate to have them, as they
know how to keep a ring running smoothly. Scotty breeder and exhibitor, Mrs. Kathi
Brown, had the honor of judging sixteen young Norfolks in Sweepstakes. Mrs. Brown,
who has a sense of humor second to none, took to her assignment quite seriously but
still managed to make each exhibitor welcome in her ring. The rules for entering Puppy
Sweeps are quite specific:they must be shown by the owner, breeder or an immediate
family member and may not be a champion of record. Sitting ringside, my impression of
these youngsters was that “the breed is in pretty good shape.” Best of Opposite Sex was
awarded to the lone male entry, a black and tan, Owl Hollow’s the Bull and the Barrister,
owners/breeders Deborah Sutton and Lori Watson. Ch. Owl Hollow Bodacious Ride and
Bilbrough It’s the Law@ Owl Hollow Farm are the sire and dam in that order. The ring
was a bit muddy, but a call for straw by the judge in the early morning allowed for the
exhibits to avoid pitfalls. Ch. Max-Well’s Viper, sire, and Ch. Max-Well’s Solar Flare, dam,
produced the Best in Sweepstakes winner, Max-Well’s Vanessa, owned and bred by
Barbara Miller and Susan Kipp. Mrs. Brown, completing her assignment, went on to
judge the Veterans Sweeps and the singleton entry, Ch. Copperplate Lord Byron, sired
by Ch. Duke of Copperplate out of the bitch Ch. Copperplate Audrey. Marjorie
McTernan, Heidi Cole and Heidi’s daughter, Connery, own Byron, whose pedigree on
both sides goes back to Joy Taylor’s Nanfan kennel. Connery did a splendid bit of
handling to the rousing applause received from the spectators for Byron.
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Ms. Linda More, selected by the club to judge the regular classes,
has been in the fancy for many years, as a handler and as a staff
member of the AKC. Sixty-two were entered with eleven absent. Bigwig’s Mack the Knife,
breeders/owners Ken Slump, Deane Hall and Heidi Cole were thrilled as handler Correy
Krickeberg took this fifteen month old dog into the Winners slot for a five-point-major. He’s
sired by the veteran dog Ch. Copperplate Lord Byron out of the bitch Ch. Bigwig’s Nutmeg.
Michael Walsh, Carole Walsh, and Toni Harrold, breeders/owners, watched as co-owner Fritz
Rumpf accepted the Reserve Winner’s Dog ribbon for the Bred-By-Exhibitor, Rightly So Wallee
World, the day prior having earned major points. The four-point-major in bitches was awarded
to Barbara Miller’s and Susan Kipp’s fourteen-month-old, Max-Well’s Cats Cradle, sired by Ch.
Max-Well’s Viper out of Ch. Max-Well’s Miss Kitty. “Cradle” went on to earn the Best of
Winners ribbon as well. Reserve Winners Bitch was won by Abbedale’s Miss Elsie who, at
Thursday’s Hatboro, won the points. Jorge Olivera was at the end of the lead of Ch. MaxWell’s Rainbow for owners Barbara Miller, Susan Kipp and Kathy Kopack as he accepted the
Best of Opposite ribbon. Rainbow was having a great first specialty weekend as the day before
she won the breed. For the third time on this weekend, Ch. Venerie’s Regatta Dr. Who took
home the big blue ribbon, Best of Breed. In the big ring under judge Peter Green, Roxanne
Sutton, Dr. Who’s handler, took a lap of honor. Linda More gave four Awards of Merit to the
following: Ch. Starmin EZ Link to Domby, Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot, Ch. Copperplate Lord Byron
and Ch. Max-Well’s Violet. The stud dog class was won by Ch. Max-Well’s Viper, who was
exhibited only in this class. As president of the Norfolk Terrier Club I’d like to see us expand
our Parade of Champions, as on this day we only had two entries.
I’d like to thank both Kathi Brown and Linda More for making our first Specialty at Montgomery
a huge success. To each of the members who gave of their time and talent seeing to it this
was a weekend to remember, I can’t thank you enough. As a club, we’ve accomplished so
much in such a short period of time, as all of it led up to a perfect Montgomery. We now move
on to Meet the Breeds at the Javits Center in New York City. Our backdrop for the Norfolk
Terrier Club booth is a photo taken by me thirty years ago of an English village, thatched roofs
and all, enhanced by member Robert Lachman and completely hand painted in China. We
hope to see you there.
As for Montgomery…may you stand alone forever as you set the standard for every American
Kennel Club show throughout our country. Congrats to the Montgomery members who once
again pulled off a magnificent show.

Norfolk Terrier Club Trophy Tables
Montgomery Kennel Club 2009
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The Norfolk Terrier Club Specialty
Montgomery County Kennel Club, Oct. 4, 2009
By Linda More
It was a special Honor to be asked to judge the first national specialty for the Norfolk
Terrier Club. The weather did not let me down, and neither did the dogs.
A number of years ago, the late Anne Rogers Clark told me, “Always remember that
Norfolks (and Norwich) should still be useful rat-getting dogs, strong and able, even if
they no longer hunt.” Her advice was in my mind as I evaluated the entry.
First a few general observations. I was quite pleased with the overall quality presented.
Temperaments in general were sound, with merry, waggy, little dogs enjoying
themselves, with typical Norfolk zest and charm. Coat quality in the majority was good,
even though a few were “not yet fully dressed,” so to speak-but there was enough to
evaluate the texture. Most of the bites were good, though it would be nice to see more
with large teeth. I hope that breeders will strive to keep small, nicely set ears, which
add to the sparkling Norfolk expression; some of the dogs had rather long ears, and it is
a functional consideration-whether or not they hunt and put their ears in danger-as well
as an esthetic one. Lastly, I hope breeders will continue to work to produce and keep
good feet.
The Winner’s Dog was a strong, energetic mover with a nice broad rear, good coat,
pleasing head and expression. My choice for Winner’s Bitch/Best of Winner’s was a
very shapely and pretty-headed girl; I loved her proportion and outline and her
extension in motion. Best of Breed to a solid-bodied dog of very attractive outline and
proportion, using it all in motion and presenting a handsome head and lively
expression. The Best of Opposite bitch exhibited excellent smooth movement and
strong topline, as well as a pleasing head and sparkling expression.
In my opinion, the Stud Dog class also deserves mention, as it brought forth two dogs,
both extremely nice in their own right, and accompanied by offspring that clearly
showed that each dog is dominant for many good qualities, and thus a very valuable
producer. I don’t recall judging a Stud Dog class in any other breed, in which each
dog’s get were so consistent in type and quality.
My sincere thanks to The Norfolk Terrier Club and all the exhibitors for a wonderful
assignment.
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THE AKC/ EUKANUBA WEEKEND
by Kathy Kopack
I arrived in Long Beach, California, a few days prior to the Eukanuba weekend to help prepare
for Meet the Breeds. The Egg Nog Cluster, three shows held prior to Eukanbuba, is the kick-off
for the weekend. The Convention Center was beautifully decorated for the holidays and these
shows. Magically, for the AKC/Eukanuba two-day event, the venue was transformed into a
tropical setting, with palm trees and the pink and blue colors of Eukunuba. Whereas in years
past, competition for this particular show was open to champions only; this being the AKC’s 125th
Anniversary, competition was open to the classes as well. There was an extensive foreign entriy
as well.
Norfolk Terrier Club member, under the Yarrow prefix, Beth Sweigart, was the judge for our
breed. There was an entry of nine with four absent. Max-Well’s Thunder Boom, bred by
Barbara Miller and Susan Kipp, and owned by Miller and Kirsi and Milla Larjava, was the judge’s
selection for Winners Dog/Best of winners. His sire is Ch. Max-Well’s Cool Water out of the
bitch, Ch. Max-Well’s Torrent. Max-Well’s Red Cherry was chosen as the Winners Bitch; owned
and bred by Miller and Susan Kipp and sired by Ch. Max-Well’s Junior Mint, out of Ch. MaxWell’s Red Velvet. Ch. Arroyo’s Punkin Seed, bred and owned by Ann and Ed Dum, was the
judge’s choice for an Award of Excellence, as well as Best Bred-By-Exhibitor. She’s sired by Ch.
Arroyo’s Tater Tot and the dam is Ch. Arroyo’s Devil or Angel. Tater Tot took home the Best of
Opposite ribbon. He’s bred and owned by the Dums and co-owned with Randy and Michelle
Welcher, and sired by Ch. Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring out of the bitch, Ch. Arroyo’s
Skittles. Ms Sweigart awarded the blue ribbon for Best of Breed to Ch. Max-Well’s Violet, sired
by the import Ch. Kinsridge Cruise Control, and the dam is Ch. Max-Well’s Venus, a multiple
Best in Show winner. Violet was bred and owned by Miller and Kipp.
Meet the Breeds was held in an area apart from the ring competition. Pam and Jeff Seifert,
Californians and Norwich breeders, did a splendid job of constructing an English cottage, as
discussed the previous year with
Barbara Miller. Even though the
Norwich and Norfolk Terrier Club
became two as of January 1, 2009, it
was decided to keep the booth, both
Norfolk and Norwich, under one roof.
The Seiferts outdid themselves with
tubs of real flowers and a picket
fence to complete the English “look.”
Many visitors stopped by our booth
asking questions about the breeds.
Jeff Katz, the Dums, the Welchers
and their daughter were on hand with
the Seiferts and me to answer those
questions, pass out information and
allow the visitors to see and pet the
dogs. It was a wonderful event,
epecially since our booth took home
the second place ribbon.
This show will be held at the same venue next year and then move on to Florida in the year
2011.
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JOSEPHINE SPENCER-ELIZABEHT SPYKMAN MEMORIAL TROPHY Perpetual Trophy.
Sterling Silver Bowl in memory of Mrs. Josephine Spencer and Mrs. Elizabeth Spykman, and
awarded to the Best of Breed winner at the National Specialty only. Not to be won outright as this
is a perpetual trophy offered prior to 1957. ( In 1957, AKC did away with perpetual trophies) This
trophy has been in competition since 1950, and should be appraised. Breed Winner will receive a
10” Crystal Diamond Sculpture, engraved & etched.
MT. PAUL TROPHY awarded for Best of Breed in memory of Mrs. John Winston at National
Specialty only (no physical trophy available …decided to discontinue in 2010 because we will then
have a Best in Match trophy under same name)
MAX-WELL BOWL Commemorative Trophy awarded to the Best of Winners at the National
Specialty and Roving Specialty only. This is a large Sterling Silver bowl, partially engraved by the
NNTC for BOW and retired in 1995 by Barbara Miller. It is offered in 2009 by Barbara Miller and
Susan Kipp for BOW for the new Norfolk Terrier Club (formerly the Norwich & Norfolk Terrier Club).
It is set on a block with plaques for engraving winner’s name. Never to be won outright. The
winner’s name will be engraved on the plaque and the trophy will remain in the possession of the
club, and displayed each year. This trophy should be appraised
NORFOLK TERRIER CLUB BOWL Commemorative trophy awarded to Best of Opposite Sex at
the National Specialty & Roving Specialty only (we have never had a physical trophy for this award
until now). Never to be won outright. This is an imported Italian Silver Plate Bowl on pedestal with
a ring of blue enamel, mounted on a block. The winner’s name will be engraved either on plaques or
on the trophy. This trophy is offered in ‘Memory of Storm’ in 2009. The winner’s name will be
engraved on the plaque and the trophy will remain in the possession of the club and displayed each
year. (value about $600)
The M. JOY TAYLOR BEST-BRED-BY-EXHIBITOR TROPHY Commemorative Trophy awarded
for Best-Bred-By-Exhibitor at the National Specialty only. This trophy is a Denis Springer Bronze
Norfolk Head Study mounted on a block with plaques for winner’s name. It will remain in the
possession of the club and is never to be won outright. Offered by Barbara Miller in 2007, and in
2009 co-offered by Marjorie and Jim McTernan in memory of Mrs. Taylor (Nanfan Norfolk Terriers)
through the Norfolk Terrier Club (formerly the Norwich & Norfolk Terrier Club) for competition at the
Montgomery County Kennel Club Specialty Show only .(value $2,500). Winner will receive a 14” SP
Engraved Round Tray with Etched Breed.

MATCH SHOW TROPHIES
THE MAX-WELL TRAY Awarded to the Breeder of the Best Norfolk Adult in Match. First awarded
early 1980’s, offered by Barbara Miller and Sue Bobley. This trophy is an oblong tray with a scrolled
edge
KING’S PREVENTION AHOY SALVER Awarded to the Breeder of Best Puppy. Offered by
Constance Larabbee in the early 1980’s This trophy is an International silver plate salver with a
scrolled edge.
CASTLE POINT CUP Offered by Mrs. Mary Stevens Baird in the early 1980’s for Best Norfolk
Puppy in Match. This trophy is a classical urn on a round pedestal.
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THE BETHWAY TROPHY Awarded to Best Adult in Match by Barbara Fournier in the early
1980’s. This trophy is a three-sided plate, manufacturer Nambe.
MT PAUL TROPHY Best In Match offered by Mrs. John (Anne) Winston in the late 1970’s
after the breed became two (no physical trophy for this award) Trophy Chair Sue Lawrence
directed by president Barbara Miller to purchase trophy for the Norfolk Terrier Club

CLUB TROPHIES Given at the annual dinner.
None of these trophies are physical. Trophies are purchased for the winners each year. It is
my opinion these trophies should be Mint Julep Cups engraved with winner’s name and date.
MAPLEHURST TROPHY For Norfolk Bitch. Named in honor of Mrs. Katherine Thayer and
offered for Best Bred-By-Exhibitor. Points may be acquired from puppy classes but after 12
months from Bred-By only (new AKC rule ’08) This follows AKC rules.
PARTREE TROPHY For Norfolk Dog. Named in honor of Mrs. Josephine Spencer and
offered for Best Bred-By-Exhibitor. Rules as stated above. This follows AKC rules.
RIVER BEND TROPHY Named in memory of Sylvia Warren, an early Norfolk breeder and
obedience participant. Awarded to Highest Scoring Norfolk in Obedience via the following
scoring points:
200 8pts
198-199 5.7pts
195-197 5.6pts
190-194 5.5pts
185-189 5.4pts
180-184 5.3pts
175-179 5.2pts
170-174 5.1pts

VERSATILITY AWARD Awarded to the Norfolk earning 20 points in a minimum of three
conformation and performance categories (AKC accepted).
TRACKING TROPHY (AKC accepted) awarded to each Norfolk earning a tracking title (this
replaces the Neversink Trophy).
Certificates awarded to the following at annual club dinner:
Top Kennel
Top Stud Dog
Top Brood Bitch

Pending Club Awards:
President’s Award
Officers and governors Award
Members Appreciation Award
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2008 A wardR ecipients
Bred-By-Exhibitor Awards
Award

Sex

Partree Cup
Partree Cup
Maplehurst Cup
Maplehurst Cup

Dog
Dog
Bitch
Bitch

Name

Owner

CH Braelands Sweet William
CH Glenelg Podge Low
CH Arroyo's Fallen Angel
CH Sheer Bliss' Summer Breeze

Mr. & Mrs. Robert Lachman
Deborah G Pritchard
Ann & Ed Dum
Carol Falk & Betsey N Bliss

Top Sires
CH Cause For Celebration
CH Kinsridge Cruise Control
CH Ben Kelev's Poker Chip
CH Capricorns One Potato
CH Filipek Pucl Danja

Top Dams
CH Max-Well's Venus
Cisko
All About Abbie
CH Ben Kelev's Inherit The Wind
CH Bik Magics WHT Sands Of Avalon
CH Capricorns Bell Book & Candl
CH Capricorns Sookie Tawdry
CH Max-Well's Windsong II
CH Rugby's Picnic At Pinchbeck JE
Glenelg Katie Did It
Kilwinning Legal Eagle
Shelly's Sugar Cookie
Surrey Spinnaker II

# Champions
7
4
3
3
3

# Champions
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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2008 T opT en
Standing

Breed Points
Name

Points

Owner

1

CH Cause For Celebration

486

P Beale/ SIngram/ E Matell

2

CH Max-Well's Viper

280

SKipp/ B Miller

3

CH Wintersky's Blackjack

108

A Pletcher/ F Jackson

4

CH Arroyo's Tater Tot

105

Arroyo Knl/ R Welcher/ M Welcher

5

CH Yarrow Venerie Vignette

98

A Thomas/ B Thomas/ P Beale

6

CH Kilwinning The Graduate

87

R Bell/ M Bell

7

CH Yarrow Venerie Jean Val Jean

82

M Nanci

8

CH Arriba Chunky River

70

R Tant/ K Tant

9
10

CH Madroofs Bluwater Rocky Mtn. Hi
CH Max-Well's Jade

70
56

SLawrence/ R Lawrence
SKipp/ D KIPP/ B Miller

Standing

All-Breed Points
Name

Points

Owner

1

CH Cause For Celebration

12,349

P Beale/ SIngram/ E Matell

2

CH Max-Well's Viper

3,420

SKipp/ B Miller

3

CH Yarrow Venerie Jean Val Jean

2,625

M Nanci

4

CH Yarrow Venerie Vignette

2,046

A Thomas/ B Thomas/ P Beale

5

CH Kilwinning The Graduate

929

R Bell/ M Bell

6

CH Arroyo's Tater Tot

729

Arroyo Knl/ R Welcher/ M Welcher

7

CH Wintersky's Blackjack

623

A Pletcher/ F Jackson

8

CH Arriba Chunky River

391

R Tant/ K Tant

9

CH Max-Well's Jade

248

SKipp/ D KIPP/ B Miller

10

CH Starmtn Miss Liberty Of Abbedom

237

JSternberg/ K Sternberg
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2008 T itles
Title
CONFORMATION

Name

Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion

CH Abbedale Joint Venture With Avalon
CH Allright Margret Rose
CH Allright Smart Lady Becky
CH Arriba Chunky River
CH Arroyo's Fallen Angel
CH Arroyo's Johnny Jump Up
CH Avalon's First Glisten Of Abbedale
CH Avalon's In The Nick Of Time
CH Avalon's New Best Friend
CH Avalon's Sand Storm
CH Ben Kelevs Place Your Bet
CH Ben Kelev's Topsy Turvy
CH Beulah White Diamond
CH Bigwig's Flying Dutchman
CH Bilbrough Lady Day At Hapyhart
CH Braelands Sweet William
CH Brickin Country Pursuit
CH Capricorns Belle Of The Ball
CH Capricorns Venerie Vivi
CH Chantilly's Alexis
CH Cortaillod Brewster At Dralion
CH Domby's Miss Miff O' Hemlock Lane
CH Domby's Victoria At Deerwalk
CH Dralion's Spirit Of The Dance
CH Eb Let's Make A Deal
CH Eb Makin Waves
CH Eb Prince Edward
CH Eb Rock'N Tazzi T
CH Final Lea First Class Ticket
CH Flurries Cape Decision
CH Glendale Charlotte Russe
CH Glenelg Jonathan Bright
CH Glenelg Lets Dance
CH Glenelg Podge Low
CH Havic's Joyful Celebration
CH Havic's Yarrow's Winsome
CH Hevans Copper Flute
CH Jaeva Wannabee
CH Kilwinning Andy Hardy
CH Kilwinning The Graduate
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2008 T itles
Champion
Champion

CH Klein Darling's A Texas Lightning
CH Max-Well's Candy Lane

Champion
Champion

CH Max-Well's Cool Cruise
CH Max-Well's Lucy Brown

Champion
Champion

CH Max-Well's Peppermint Patty
CH Max-Well's Rain Slick

Champion
Champion

CH Max-Well's Red Velvet
CH Max-Well's Thunder

Champion
Champion

CH Max-Well's Vanilla Waffer
CH Max-Well's Villian

Champion
Champion

CH Max-Well's Violet
CH Mayfair Tobias

Champion
Champion

CH Pinchbeck Blackberry
CH Pinchbeck Karuna Moon RN

Champion
Champion

CH Pinchbeck Ozymandias RN AX AXJOF
CH Redtoe Semper Fi

Champion
Champion

CH Rightly So Formal Attire
CH Sheer Bliss' Summer Breeze

Champion
Champion

CH Shelly's Glitter Of Gold
CH Shelly's Golden Touch

Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion
Champion

CH Shelly's Little Dash Of Spice
CH Some Buddy Going To Zara
CH Some Buddy Llwydd Harper Lee
CH Springcove's Geordie Girl
CH Starmtn Miss Liberty Of Abbedom
CH Suffix Swedish Edition
CH Sundancer Eastern Kaiser
CH Sunoak Sally Forth To Glendale
CH Tenterra Angel In My Pocket
CH Tintagel Mr Tucker Of Domby
CH Tweedledee Teddy As Henessy
CH Yarrow Venerie Versailles
CH Yarrow Venerie Vignette
CH Y-V Surrey Sail Away
CH Y-V Surrey Set Sail

OBEDIENCE
Companion Dog

CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RN

Companion Dog

CH Pinchbeck Ozymandias CD RN AX AXJOF

Companion Dog

MACH3 Triune Tartan Gandolf Greybeard CD JENF

Companion Dog

Todmorden Catch Me At Folklore CD NA NAJ
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AGILITY
Agility Excellent
Agility Excellent
Agility Excellent Preferred
Agility FAST Novice
Excellent Agility Jumper
Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred
Master Excellent Jumper
Novice Agility
Novice Agility
Novice Agility
Novice Agility Jumper
Novice Agility Jumper
Novice Agility Jumper
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred
Novice Agility Jumper Preferred
Novice Agility Preferred
Novice Agility Preferred
Open Agility
Open Agility
Open Agility Jumper
Open Agility Jumper
Open Agility Jumper
Open Agility Jumper Preferred
Open Agility Preferred
Rally Advanced
Rally Advanced
Rally Advanced
Rally Advanced
Rally Excellent
Rally Novice
Rally Novice
Master Agility Champion 3
Master Agility Excellent
Master Agility Excellent
Master Agility Excellent Preferred
Tracking Dog

Flurries Bayside Beacon AX OAJME
Maddie AX AXJNF
March Wind's Cobbler CD OA AXJAXP OJP SE
CH MACH Flashback Postmark RN JENF
Maddie OA AXJNF
March Wind's Cobbler CD OA AXJAXP AJP SE
CH Andover Petite Bonbon CDX RA AX MXJSE
Barney Goggle Squarepants RN NA NJP
CH Sugarpine Just Like Barney NA
Todmorden Catch Me At Folklore NA NAJ
Barney Goggle Squarepants RN NA NAJNJP
CH Sugarpine Just Like Barney NA NAJ
Todmorden Catch Me At Folklore NA NAJ
CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RN NJP
Dralions Miss Daphne NJP
March Wind's Jenny Wren CD AX AXJNJP
Dralions Miss Daphne NAP NJP
March Wind's Jenny Wren CD AX AXJNAP NJP
Abbedale Ready To Wear Piere OA AXJNAP NJP NF
Maddie OA OAJNF
Rugby's Wimbledon Miss B Bingley NA OAJ
Todmorden Catch Me At Folklore CD NA OAJ
Windfiddler's Bewitched NA OAJNAP NJP
March Wind's Jenny Wren CD AX AXJNAP OJP
March Wind's Jenny Wren CD AX AXJOAP OJP
Black Magics-Mischief CDX RA
CH Artisan's Sea Worthy Bosun RA OA NAJ
CH Flurries Turn Point Light CD RA NJP
Flatford Loving Grace CD RA NA NAP NJP
Flatford Loving Grace CD RENA NAP NJP
CH Flurries Turn Point Light RN
Folklore's Fleur De Lis RN NAP NJP
MACH3 Triune Tartan Gandolf Greybeard JE NF
Capricorns Whatvr Lola Wants MX AXJ
CH Andover Petite Bonbon CDX RA MX MXJSE
Tally-Ho-Ho-Ho OA OAJMXP MJP MENFP
CH Pinchbeck Heads-Up Harry CD TD ME

EARTHDOG
Junior Earthdog
Junior Earthdog
Junior Earthdog
Junior Earthdog
Junior Earthdog
Senior Earthdog
Senior Earthdog
Senior Earthdog
Senior Earthdog
Senior Earthdog
Master Earthdog
Master Earthdog
Master Earthdog
Master Earthdog
Master Earthdog

CH Flurries Ivy Cottage Light JE
CH Flurries Mackinac Point JE
CH M-N-M's One-N-Only At Highlands JE
CH Piper's Pennyfeather JE
Owl Hollow Bodacious Ride JE
CH Avalon's Captive Charisma NA OAJSE
CH Black Magics Sail Away AXP AJP SE
CH Domby's Jacob Marley SE
CH Flurries Mackinac Point SE
CH Spring Cove's Flying Genoa OA OAJSE
CH Avalon's Captive Charisma NA OAJME
CH Black Magics Sail Away AXP AJP ME
CH Flurries Mackinac Point ME
CH Landmark Whistling Dixie CD RN ME
Zebedee Echoes Of Mercy RN ME
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R egister of M erit
Register of Merit
The Norfolk Terrier Club awards Registers of Merit (ROM) to those Norfolk who
have proved themselves to be significant sires or dams. There are many
variations on how ROMs are awarded across breed clubs. The Norfolk Terrier
Club chose to have a single-level basis for the ROMs. In order to qualify, a
Norfolk dog has to have sired at least 8 conformation champions. A Norfolk bitch
has to have produced 5 conformation champions.
The calculation of the ROMs is a fairly straightforward process. The Norfolk
Terrier Pedigree Database is exported to an Excel file. In that file are every
Norfolk's name, title, sire, and dam. Using a statistical program, the names of the
sires and dams achieving the requirement for ROM status are derived. While the
initial process for producing the list of ROM recipients was lengthy, a process
has been put into place where an updated list can be produced in under an hour.
Andrew A. Kramer, Ph.D.
Norfolk Terrier Club Breed Statistics Chair
(Dr. Kramer breeds Norfolk Terriers and Cairn Terriers under the Mercator affix.
By profession Dr. Kramer carries out bio-statistical research.)

SIRE ROM WINNERS AS OF 11/ 21/ 2009
CH. ABBEDALE'S DIAMOND JIM BRADY
CH. ALLRIGHT MAGIC LAMP
CH. ARROYO'S DESPERADO
CH. AVALON'S FIRST STEP
CH. BETHWAY ARAMIS
CH. BRIGHAM YOUNG
CH. BUCKEYE BRADLEY
CH. CAPRICORN'S ONE POTATO
CH. CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION
CH. CHIDLEY DANDELION
CH. CHIDLEY MAGIC MARKER
ENG./AM. CH. DAFFRAN DUSTY
CH. DOMBY'S LORD CHESTERFIELD II
ENG./AM. CH. ELVE NICK REDTHORN AT BELL
CH. ELVE PURE MAGIC
CH. GAMBIT'S FIRST KNIGHT AT AVALON
CH. GREENFIELD THE HUSTLER
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CH. GREENFIELD'S STEP TO THE REAR
CH. HATCHWOODS CREME DE MENTHE-CRACKNOR
CH. HEATHJUL CHRISTMAS ROBIN
CH. HUGO'S PRANCER
AM./CAN. CH. ICKWORTH NIMROD
ENG./AM. CH. JAEVA MATTI BROWN
CH. JO-LYN WINDHOVER WHATSIT
KING'S PREVENTION JOLLY ROGER
ENG./AM. CH. KINSRIDGE FREE 'N' EASY
CH. MAX-WELL WILD CARD
CH. MAX-WELL WILL B GOOD
CH. MAX-WELL'S CYCLONE
CH. MAX-WELL'S RED DEVIL
CH. MAX-WELL'S SPRING INTO ACTION
CH. MAX-WELL'S WEATHERMAN
CH. MAX-WELL'S WINTER SPORT
CH. MAYFAIR'S ROCK 'N' ROLL
CH. MORRAINE FARMER BROWN
CH. NANFAN CANTER
ENG./AM. CH. NANFAN CAPER
CH. NANFAN COUGHDROP
ENG./AM. CH. NANFAN CULVER
CH. PAPRIKA OF WHITEHALL
ENG. CH. RAGUS BANTUM COCK
ENG./AM. CH. RAGUS PASS THE BUCK
AM./CAN. CH. RIGHTLY SO ORIGINAL SIN
INT. CH. RIGHTLY SO RIGHT NOW
CH. RUDDLE RIDGE NELSON'S VICTORY
CH. SHELLY'S GOOD AS GOLD
CH. SURREY COTTLESON SIDEBOY
CH. SURREY SINK OR SWIM
CH. THE DUKE OF COPPERPLATE
CH. TODWIL SHADRACH
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R egister of M erit
DAM ROM WINNERS AS OF 11/ 21/ 2009
CH. ABBEDALE ABIGAIL RAE
CH. ARROYO HOPE AND GLORY
CH. ARROYO'S DIABLITA
CH. BADGEWOOD KING'S LYNN
CH. BETHWAY PORTIA

SURREY DORY

CH. BETHWAY SCARLET
CH. CAPRICORN'S SALLY RAND
CH. CAPSTONE JUST A LOVE
CH. CHIDLEY CHARM
CHIDLEY TABOO
CH. COLONSAY KELLY'S EYE
CH. DOMBY'S MADAME MANTALINI
CH. DOMBY'S MISS CLARA PEGGOTTY
CH. DOMBY'S ROSA DARTLE
CH. FORA GOODTIME CALL SHELLY'S
CH. GLENELG GRAZIE
CH. GLENELG PIACERE
CH. GREENFIELD CALLIOPE
CH. KNOLLAND JILL O'HUNTWOOD
CH. LANDMARK SOMETIMES AN ANGEL
CH. MAX-WELL LIBERTY BELL
CH. MAX-WELL WHIZARD OF OZ
CH. MAX-WELL WILHELMINA
CH. MAX-WELL WINTER CHILL
CH. MAX-WELL'S MEMOLLY BUTTERNUT
CH. MAX-WELL'S MISS KITTY
CH. MAX-WELL'S SNAFFLE BIT
CH. MAX-WELL'S SUMMER STORM
CH. MAX-WELL'S TROPICAL STORM
CH. NANFAN CHRISTMAS JOY
CH. RAGGEDGE ARE YOU READY
CH. RAGGEDGE BEST BET
CH. RIGHTLY SO HENBIT
CH. ROCKENS WHEN TIME BEGAN
CH. SANDPIPER'S CALYPSO
SHELLY DIAMONDS R FOREVER
CH. SHELLY LOTTA MOXIE OF CJ

WHITE STAR ALICE MAX-WELL

TODWIL EMMYLOU OF JO-LYN
CH. TODWIL GENTLE ON MY MIND
WENWAGON BEATRICE

CH. WONDERWOOD MEGABYTE
CH. WONDERWOOD WENSDAY ADDAMS
CH. YARROW'S LADY IN RED
CH. YARROW'S VENERIE VAMP
CH. ZEBEDEE JUBILEE
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T heN orfolk isa sturdy
determinedlittlehunter who
hasa keenexpressionwitha
dark oval eye. H isearsshould
point tothecorner of theeye.
A proper 12 o’clock tail set is
theideal. A N orfolk
temperament shouldbesteady.
Illustrated Standard, 2009
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KennelsandStudD ogs
THE 2009 DIRECTORY OF KENNELS AND STUD DOGS
THE NORFOLK TERRIER CLUB
(Only NTC Members May Have a Listing)
CALIFORNIA
ARROYO – Ann & Ed Dum, 472 Stanwick St., Brentwood, CA 94513. Tel: 925-240-6344. Fax: 925-2406343. Email: ARROYONORFOLKS@YAHOO.COM. Website: arroyonorfolks.com.
Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot RN1187001 (Ch.Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring x Ch. Arroyo’s Skittles)
CHIC# 54057
FAIRWOOD – Gayle Newgren, 7167 McKean Ct., San Jose, CA 95120. Tel: 408-268-4405. Email:
FAIRWOOD-NORFOLKS@SBCGLOBAL.NET
STRATHCONA – Lyle & Brenda Coleman, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Tel: 949-644-4424. Email:
STRATHCONA@AOL.COM.
WISDOM’S GATE – Julie Gleeson, 1714 First Ave. Walnut Creek, CA 94597-2555. Tel: 925-935-6074. Fax:
925-932-6169. Email: GLEESONJ@AOL.COM
Ch. Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring RN08971201 (Ch. Kinsridge Free N’Easy x Ch. Arroyo’s
Farolito Fire) CHIC# 42922
WOODHAVEN – Marion Hovet, 23794 Lakeview Ct., Auburn, CA 95602. Tel: 530-268-2768. Fax: 530-2688150. Email: MMHOVET2006@YAHOO.COM
Eng & Am Ch. Jaeva Gold Auric RN15151601 (Jaeva Gold Leaf x Rosara Voulezvous)
CHIC# 51822

COLORADO
HIGHLANDS – Karen Kotke-Partington & Jeff Partington, 9316 S. Pepperwood Lane, Highlands Ranch, CO
80126. Tel: 303-791-5133. Fax: 303-346-8255. Email: JPART@EARTHLINK.NET
Ch. Boxcar’s Murphy PA MACALLAM ME RM37082301 (Ch. Arroyo Desperado x Ch. Outland’s
Ruby Red Slipper) CHIC# 55511

FLORIDA
ALDWYN – Linda & Marty Myers, 1009 Woodview Way, Bradenton, FL 34212. Tel: 941-746-8552. Email:
ALDWYNORFS@AOL.COM
CHANTILLY – Jim & Sue O’Brian, 2084 53rd Street, Sarasota, FL 34234. Tel: 941-351-5348. Email:
NORFOLK2@COMCAST.NET. Website: Chantillynorfolks.com.
HAVIC – Harriet Allen, 2520 Bowling Green Way, Cantonment, FL 32533. Tel: 850-473-0982. Fax: 850473-0982. Email: HBALLEN@BELLSOUTH.NET
HEVANS – Heidi H. Evans, 5139 Willow Leaf Dr., Sarasota, FL 34241. Tel: 941-924-5211. Email:
HEVANSNORFOLKS@AOL.COM
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GEORGIA
LOSTMTN – Ann & Bobby Thomas, 3391 Mary L Trail, Powder Springs, GA 30127. Tel: 770-943-3075. Email:
BRT01@BELLSOUTH.NET.
Am/Can Ch. Domby’s Gabriel Varden RN00678701 (Ch.Domby’s Lord Chesterfield II x Ch. Domby’s
Rosa Dartle). OFA (hips): NFT-87F35M-PI. OFA (heart): NFT-CA58/52M/C-PI. OFA (elbows): NFTEL4M35- PI. CERF: 222/2006

MARYLAND
SPRING COVE – Marian Shaw, DVM, P.O. Box 168, Queenstown, MD 21658. Tel: 410-758-0121. Fax: 410604-0853. Email: SHAW@FRIEND.LY.NET.

MASSACHUSETTS
BEN KELEV – Carol Falk, 13 Moulton Rd., Peabody, MA 01960. Tel: 978-535-4448. Fax: 978-774-8869.
Email: BENKELEV@AOL.COM
Ch. Ben Kelev’s Poker Chip RM26997803 (Ch. Maxwell’s Wild Card x Ch. Ben Kelev’s Chance of
Rain) CHIC# 42221
Am/Bda Ch. Ben Kelev’s Place Your Bet RN12696703 (Ch. Ben Kelev’s Poker Chip x Ch. Ben Kelev’s
Inherit the Wind) CHIC# 52056
SHEER BLISS – Betsey N. Bliss, 1345 Newman Ave., Seekonk, MA 02771. Tel: 508-761-7779. Email:
SHEERBLISSKENNEL@AOL.COM
STARWOOD, reg’d – Gale Young, P.O. Box 21, 1163 Petersham Road, Hardwick Village, MA 01037. Tel: 413477-6454. Fax: 413-477-0097. Email: GALE@STARWOODKENNEL.COM. Website:
starwoodkennel.com

MICHIGAN
SHELLY’S COLLECTIBLES – Michele James, 2409 Bay City Rd., Midland, MI 48642. Tel:
989-496-3134. Email: M.JAMES@SHELLYSDOGS.COM. Website: www.Shellysdogs.com.
Ch. Shelly’s Simply Incredible RN06754302 (Ch. Capricorns One Potato x Shelly’s Simply Delicious)
NFT-CA109/39M/C-PI(Cardiac), NFT-117F25M-PI(Hips), NFT-PA21/15M/P-NOPI (Patella) Cerf NK512
Ch. Shelly’s Golden Touch RN11894602 (Ch. Shelly’s Good as Gold x Shelly’s Sugar Cookie) NFTCA111/15M/C-PI (Cardiac), NFT-144F25M-VPI (Hips), NFT_PA46/15MP-PI(Patella)

MONTANA
IANDAE- Garry & Diane Barres, 1373 Freeze Out Lane, Deer Lodge, MT 59722. Tel: 406-846-2277. Email:
IANDAENORFOLKS@HUGHES.NET. Website: www.iandaenorfolks.com

NEW HAMPSHIRE
BELHAVEN – Christine Pollender-Calcinari, 210 South Road, Kensington, NH 03833. Tel: 603-394-0287. Fax:
603-394-0287. Email: BELHAVEN.NH@COMCAST.NET.
Ch. Glenelg’s Beaufort of Belhaven RN11299603 (Ch. Capricorn’s One Potato x Glenelg Katie Did It)
CERF NK-475, NFT-CA178/26M/C-NOPI-ECHO (Cardiac) NFT-PA132/33M/P-NOPI (Patella)
VENERIE – Pam & John Beale, P.O. Box 179, Peterborough, NH 03458. Tel: 603-924-4029. Fax: 617-2626246. Email: TWINBROOKBEALES@AOL.COM.
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NEW JERSEY
FINAL LEA – Jayne Dubin, Final Lea Farm, 56 Furnace Road, Chester, NJ 07930. Tel: 908-879-4211. Fax:
908-879-4211. Email: NORFOLKJAYNE@gmail.com.
Ch. Final Lea Big Ticket Item RN00847402 (Ch. Mercator Point To Point x Ch. Final Lea Ticket To
Ride) CHIC# 43722
FOX HILL – Gloria Hannoch, Box 554, Oldwick, NJ 08858. Tel: 908-439-3036.
Email: LOTACRITTERS@AOL.COM.
JUFELT – Judith Felton, 25 Columbus Rd., Demarest, NJ 07627. Tel: 201-767-6947. Email:
JUFELT@AOL.COM
KILWINNING – Enid H. Wright, 270 Locktown-Sergeantsville Road, Stockton, NJ 08559. Tel: 908-9963024. Fax: 908-996-3024. Email: KILWINNING@EMBARQMAIL.COM.
SANDPIPER – Vallie Beckwith, 2 Kennaday Rd., Mendham, NJ 07945. Tel: 973-543-1809. Fax: 973-5431809. Email: SANDPIPER07933@YAHOO.COM.

NEW MEXICO
SUNDANCER – Susan Ptacek & Stevie Bernhard, P.O. Box 6664, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Tel: 505-983-7261.
Fax: 505-986-8732. Email: SUNDANCER.SGP@GMAIL.COM. Website:
www.sundancerkennels.com.

NEW YORK
FOXRUN – Barbara Capron, 104 Glenwood Road, Glenwood Landing, NY 11547. Tel: 516-671-1869.
Email: CAPRONFOXRUN@AOL.COM
MAX-WELL® – Barbara Miller & Susan Kipp, 135 High Farms Rd., Old Brookville, NY 11545, Tel: 516676-9506. Fax: 718-244-1141. Email: BMILLER63@OPTIMUM.NET. Susie’s Email:
SUSAN@HUNTWOODKENNEL.COM.
Ch. Max-Well’s Viper RN12362701 (Ch. Max-well’s Cyclone x Ch. Max-well’s Venus) CHIC#
56638
Ch. Max-Well’s Hurricane RM36171801 (Ch. Max-well’s Cyclone x Ch. Max-well’s Summer
Storm) CHIC# 43628
Ch. Max-Well’s Cool Water RN049722/02 (Ch. Nanfan Canter x Ch. Max-well’s Windsong) CHIC#
43626
Ch. Max-Well’s Junior Mint RN06016301 (Ch. Max-well’s Cyclone x Ch. Max-well’s Starburst)
CHIC# 56639

NORTH CAROLINA
DEERWALK- Gail Owens, 89 Summey Farm Lane, Hendersonville, NC 28739. Tel: 828-698-7210.

OHIO
DOMBY – Tony Gabrielli, 8442 Ridgewood Lane, Russell Twsp, Ohio 44072. Tel: 440-338-4154. Email:
GABE15434@AOL.COM. Website: www.Dombyonline.com.
GLENDALE- Linda D. Haring, 695 Glendale Blvd., Mansfield, OH 44907. Tel: 419-756-6420. Email:
FANDLH@GMAIL.COM. Website: www.glendaleNorwich.com
NORWOOD- Sandra Augustine, 6300 Post Rd., Dublin, OH 43017. Tel: 614-766-4136. Fax: 614-766-4136.
Email: SAUGUSTIN@CAS.ORG
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OREGON
LANDMARK – Franzi Corman, 30243 SW Heater Rd., Sherwood, OR 97140. Tel: 503-625-6588. Email:
LANDMARKNORFOLKS@WEB-STER.COM. Website: www.landmarknorfolks.net.

SOUTH CAROLINA
RIGHTLY SO – TONI HARROLD, 740 MCNABB SHORTCUT RD., LORIS, SC 29569. TEL: 843-7567504. EMAIL: TONIHARRLD@AOL.COM

TENNESSEE
TENTERRA – Nan Anderson, 2211 Manor Rd., Knoxville, TN 37920-2833. Tel: 865-577-9780. Fax: 865-5772880. Email: TENTERRA@COMCAST.NET. Website: www.tenterra.com.
Ch. Tenterra Dance Man RN13762901 (Ch. Tenterra Lord of The Dance x Tenterra Dancing the Ritz)
CHIC# 55328

TEXAS
REGENCY – Mike & Tina Dennis, 3205 Zenaida Avenue, McAllen, TX 78504. Tel: 956-687-8824. Fax: 956668-0761. Email: REGENCYNORFOLKS@AOL.COM. Website: http://www.regencynorfolks.com.

VIRGINIA
BRIGHTWOOD – Nancy Ann Wise & Larry Hottot, 1458 Powells Tavern Place, Herndon, VA 20170. Tel: 571233-5869. Email: JEDTHRICE3@COX.NET
Ch. Glenelg Jonathan Bright RN16211104 (Ch. Kinsridge Free N’Easy x Ch. Glenelg Katie Did It)
CERF# NK-477N
GLENELG – Deborah G. Pritchard, P.O. Box 1083, Middleburg, VA 20118. Tel: 540-364-3460. Email:
GLENELGNORFOLK@AOL.COM.
Ch. Glenelg Podge Low RN14539303 (Ch. Capricorns One Potato x Ch. Glenelg Clara Cottage) NK-447
CERF, NFT-PA130/17M/O-PI (Patella)
HUNTSMAN- Robyn Snyder, 7527 Rambling Ridge Dr., Fairfax Station, VA 22039. Tel: 703-644-9331.
Email: HUNTSMANVA@AOL.COM.
Ch. Huntsman Woodland Camper RN10758002 (Ch.Sandpiper’s Tommy Brock x Fieldstream Red Hot
Summer) CHIC# 54372
LOCKLAN – Meg Lockwood, 3 Crosby Circle, Poquoson, VA 23662. Tel: 757-749-9328.
NORFOLKTER@AOL.COM. Website: www.locklandkennels.com.

Email:

MARTONE EDEN – Tony R. & Mary Jo Sweany, 7605 Crab Thicket Rd., Gloucester, VA 23061-5208. Tel:
804-694-3254.
Fax: 804-694-3254.
Email: TMSWEANY@SPRINTMAIL.COM. Website:
www.martoneeden.com.

WASHINGTON
ROXHILL- Barbara Greene, 10120-34 Ave SW., Seattle, WA 98146. Tel: 206-937-9665. Email:
BARBGREENE@HOTMAIL.COM.
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A SPECIAL POTATO
Ch. Arroyo’s Tater Tot “Tater”

Multiple Specialty BOB Winner
Sire: Ch. Wisdom’s Gate Let Freedom Ring,

Dam: Ch. Arroyo’s Skittles

Owners/Breeders
Ed & Ann Dum
Arroyo Norfolks
(925) 240-6344
www.arroyonorfolks.com
Brentwood, CA

Owners
Randy & Michelle Welcher
Granite Hills Norfolks
(559) 781-0032
Porterville, CA

